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able to all those potwerned. This, I and sure you will agree, will serve the public
interest better than a piecemeal and possibly distorted release through news
paper articles. For that reason, I believe it would serve a useful purpose to
insert the report in the Congressiona1 Record, A formal endorsement by the
Secretary of the Department. would add to the 'positive influence of this very
important report.

With kindest wishes.
Sincerely yours,

SAM J. ERVIN, Jr., Chairman,

[Item I.A.25I

THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
Washington,.D.C., July 29, 1974.

non, SAst .1. Eaviti. Jr,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, Committee on the Judiciary,

1..S. senate, 'Wash ington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR ERVIN s Thank you for your letter of July 12 about issues of

individual rights nnd psychosurgery, referring to an article which appeared in
the 1Vashington Post on June 5.

First, let nn tell you how the study came to be made. There are two reports,
not one. In 1972 then Assistant Secretary for Health Merlin K. DuVal asked
the Director, National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) and the Director,
National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Strokes (NINDS), to jointly
provide him with their profesSional advice concerning brain surgery and social-
ly undesirable behavior. As a result of this request and of discussions with the
National Academy of Sciences, two groups were established to provide that
11(IVICP The )major task of the groups was similar, i.e., to study the ninny issues
involved in therapeutic approaches to abnormal behavior with a view to laying
the scientific framework as a basis for recommendations and policy formation.
There were differences between the groups in specifle focus or intensity of
analysis. The NIMH group focused more on the clinical and psychological issues
on brain surgery and behavior, while the NINDS group emphasized our current
state of knowledge regarding brain function as related to human clinical ap-
plications. It should be stressed, however, that these are not mutually exclusive
concerns and ennui-it be cinsidered in isolation from each other.

The NINDS report writ; submitted to the Office of the Assistant Secretary on
October 5, 1973 the NIMH report was submitted on January 21, 1974. Each
report has been reviewed officially by the other Institute, and comments have
been received. I am enclosing copies of both reports with this letter for your
use. Part I of the NINDS report has been published as a supplement to the
Arohire8 of Neurology. January 1, 1974. We have been providing copies of both
reports to the public on request.

1,et the stress again that these reports were prepared at the request of, and
to provide advice to, the Assistant Secretary, They do not, at this time, have
my endorsement of all their details. As you clearly point out, they raise a num-
ber of medical, legal, ethical, and administrative issues and provide recommen-
dations concerning 01(Np issues. However, the Department does not now nor
will we hr the foreseeable future support research efforts involving surgery on
the huma'n brain solely for the treatment of psychiatric or behnvioral problems,

RI,. 93-34S, "The National Research Act," provides for a National Commis,
Sinn for the Protection of Htiman Subjeets of Biomedical and Behavioral Re-
search. One of the duties of that Commission is to consider the use of psycho-
slimerV, evaluate the need for it, and recommend to me policies defining the
eircitinstances (if any) tinder Whin its 118P DM he appropriate. We anticipate
that the Commission will use these reports and other proposals we mar devel-
op during the course of its deliberations. We will, of course, work closely with
the Commission during its lifetime to consider amid propose policies for the
broad range of issues involved in the protection of human subjects of bin.
medical and behavioral research.

I greatly appreciate the support you have given its in earlier letters, Let
me assure you that the Department wilt continue to provide leadership on these
issues.

Sincerely,
CASPAR W. WEINTIVIROER.

Secretary.
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Item I,A,201

THE SECIU OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,
Washington, D.C., July 25, 1974.

Pon. SAM J. EnviN, Jr.,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights, Committee on the Judioiany,

(LS. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR ERVIN : This is in further response to your letter of February

22 requesting information about Departmental research programs aimed at
altering human behavior.

A canvass of non-healthrelated agencies of the Department has identified
ten projects to which your request is applicable, One project is supported by
the National Institute of Education (NIE), one by the Office of Child Devel-
opment (OCD), and eight by the Social and Rehabilitation Service (SRS).

All programs under the responsibility of the Office of Education and the Na-
timid Institute of Education (NIE) have been reviewed, and biomedical and
behavioral research designed to alter the behavior of human subjects is not
being supported. One project supported by NIE may be a possible exception;
I am enclosing a description of it for your use. [See Item I.C.1.]

Broadly interpreted, your request could include all education programs since
all attempt, through a learning environment, to modify human behavior. As
was the case in my reply of May 10, 1974, however, we are using the following
operational definition of behavioral modification: the systematic application of
psychological and social principles to bring about desired changes in or to
prevent development of certain "problematic" behaviors and responses. Thus,
descriptions of a number of types of research have not been included in our
inventory, Such research covers development of new knowledge and improved
materials and techniques ; studies observing and analyzing human behavior ;
improving the components of the educational process (structure, dynamics,
materials, teaching techniques, etc.) ; interventions (e.g., new curriculum mate-
rials, specialized environments) to examine freely expressed and untreated
behaviors in response to interventions that lead to the development of educa-
tional interactions and environments most encouraging to the fullest develop-
ment of natural (and socially approved) behaviors ; and research focused upon
a defined subset of human behaviorthat specifically delineated area of cog-
nitive skills and social competencies expected to be developed during the
school years. NIE is also currently supporting a small number of research
projects dealing with problematic or handicapped behavior. These projects are
designed to monitor and analyze the characteristics and effects of such beha-
vior upon the learning abilities of the individuals involved ; neither the design
nor the effect of the projects is to alter the behavior of the individuals under
study.

Here too, if our operational definition omits projects of major interest to
you, we would, of course, be happy to provide information on additional cate-
gories of projects should you so desire.

The OCD project is focused upon "Modification of Children's Racial Atti-
tudes." This project is investigating some of the attitudinal and behavioral
components of racial prejudice in elementary school children, and assessing
the relative efficacy of various modification procedures upon these attitudes
and intergroup behavior at different age levels.

The SUS projects are entitled as follows :
1. "Evaluation of Automated Training System for Wheelchair Pushups,"
2. "Contingency Management Systems in Medical Rehabilitation."
3. "Operant Conditioning Methods in the Management of Chronic Pain,"
4. 'Testing of nn Automated Training System for Wheelchair Puslitips."
5, "Shaping Self-Care Behavic:.s in Children with Chronic Disabilities."
0, "Management of Behavior in Extended Living Facilities for the Retarded."
7, "Functional Skill Remediation in Hemiplegia ; Behavioral Learning Ap-

proach Applied to Physical Therapy."
8. "Development and Evaluation of Self Help Gaups of Mothers of Children

with Birth Defects."
I understand that Dr, Edwards has recently sent you copies of the document

published in the Federal Register of. May 80 which sets forth procedures gov-
erning the protection of those human subjects who participate in research
projects sponsored by the Department. This then represents the current listing
of Department projects pursuant to your request.

Sincerely.
FRAM{ CAIRLIMOT,

Aoting Secretary.
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B. Materials Relating to HEW Guidelines
(ITEM. MU]

U1S1 DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
Public Health Service National Institutes of Health
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iii

FOREWORD

The Department's basic policy, quoted in the first few paragraphs
of this Guide, is simple in concept. However, simplicity in conception
is not always easily translated into simplicity in application. Many
of the basic terms of the policy, such as subject, risk, and informed
consent, are differently understood in the several professions that
participate in the varied grant and contract programs supported by
the Department. This Guide provides working definitions of the policy's
more critical terms, and outlines flexible operating procedures which
can be adapted to a variety of grant and contract mechanisms.

A flexible policy is essential. Research, development, and the re-
duction to practice of new ideas are not carried out in a practical,
ethical, or legal vacuum. The public interest obviously would not be
served by an inflexible approach to what can or should be done.
Ultimately, the decisions required by this policy must depend von
the common sense and sound professional judgment of reasonable
men. The Department's policy and the Guide are intended to provide

`room for the exercise of this judgment.
In its present form, the Guide reflects several years' experience

with an earlier Public Health Service policy. It incorporates many
comments and suggestions by representatives of grantee and con-
tractor institutions, and by consultants and staff of the operating
agencies of the Department. Future experience !n the application of
the policy in the fields of health, education, and welfare will simulta-
neously raise questions and suggest changes. Correspondence should
be addressed to the Chief, Institutional Relations Branch, Division of
Research Grants, National institutes of Health, Bethesda, Md. 20014.

D. T. Chalkley, Ph. D.
Chief, insiltutional Relations Branch
Division of Research Grants, NM, OHM
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NOTE
Bold face indicates policy as stated in DHEW Grant Administra-
tion Manual Chapter 1-40.
Light face indicates interpretation of DHEW policy.

Mewirowe
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1

POLICY

Safeguarding the rights and welfare of human subjects involved
in activities, supported by grants or contracts from the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare is the responsibility of the institu-
tion which receives or is accountable to the DHEV* for the funds
awarded for the support of the activity.

In order to provide for the adequate discharge of this institutional
responsibility, it is the poli,:y of the Department that no grant or
contract for an activity involving human subjects shall be made unless
the application for such support has been reviewed and approved
by an appropriate institutional committee.

This review shall determine that the rights and welfare of the
subjects' involved are adequately protected, that the risks to an indi-
vidual are outweighed by the potential benefits to him or by the
importance of the knowledge to be gained, and that informed con-
sent is to be obtained by methods that are adequate and appropriate,

In addition the committee must establish a basis for continuing
review of the activity in keeping with these determinations.

The institution must submit to the DREW, for its review, approval,
and official acceptance, an assurance of its compliance with this
policy. The institution must Oise provide with each proposal involving
human subjects a certification that it has been or will be reviewed in
accordance with the institution's assurance.

No grant or contract involving human subjects at risk will be made
to an individual unless he is affiliated with or sponsored by an insti-
tution which can and does assume responsibility for the protection
of the subjects involved.

Since the welfare of subjects is a matter of concern to the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare as well as to the institution,
no grant or contract involving human subjects shall be made unless
the proposal for such support has been reviewed and approved by
an appropriate professional committee within the responsible com-
ponent of the Department. As a result of this review, the committee
may recommend to the operating agency, and the operating agency
may require, the imposition of specific grant or contract terms pro-
viding for the protection of human subjects, including requirements
for informed consent.

APPLICABILITY

A, General
This policy applies to all grants and contracts which support ac-

tivities in which subjects may be at risk.

B, Subject

This term describes any individual who may be at risk as a cons.)
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quence of participation as a subject in research, development, demon-
stration, or other activities supported by DI'IEW funds.

This may include patients; outpatients; donors of organs, tissues, and
services; informants; and normal volunteers,. including students who are
placed at risk during training in medical, psychological, sociological, educa-
tional, and other types of activities supported by DHEW.

Of particular concern are those subjects in groups with limited civil free-
dom, These include prisoners, residents or clients of institutions for the
mentally ill and mentally retarded, and persons subject to military discipline.

The unborn and the dead should be considered subjects to the extent
that they have rights which can be exercised by their next of kin or legally
authorized representatives.

C. At Risk
An individual is considered to be "at risk" if he may be exposed

to the possibility of harmphysical, psychological, sociological, or
otheras a consequence of any activity which goes beyond the
application of those established and accepted methods necessary to
meet his needs. The determination of when an individual is at risk
is a matter of the application of common sense and sound profes-
sional judgment to the circumstances of the activity in question.,
Responsibility for this determination resides at all levels of institu-
tional and departmental review. Definitive determination will be made
by the operating agency.

CI. Types of Risks and Applicability of the Policy
I, Certain risks are inherent in life itself, at the time and in the places

where life runs its course. This policy is not concerned with the ordinary
risks of public or private living, or those risks associated with admission
to a school or hospital. It is not concerned with the risks inherent in pro-
fessional practice as long as these do not exceed the bounds of established
and accepted procedures, including innovative practices applied in the
interest of the individual patient, student or client,

Risk and the applicability of this policy are most obvious in medical and
behavioral science research projects involving procedures that may induce
a potentially harmful altered physical state or condition, Surgical and
biopsy procedures; the removal of organs or tissues for study, reference,
transplantation, or banking; the administration of drugs or radiation; the
use of indwelling catheters or electrodes; the requirement of strenuous
physic& exertion; subjection to deceit, public embarrassment, and humilia-
fion are all examples of procedures which require thorough scrutiny by both
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare and institutional coma
rnittees. In general those projects which involve risk of physical or psy-
chological injury require prior written consent.

2. There is a wide range of medical, social, and behavioral projects
and activities in which no immediate physical risk to the subject is in-
volved; e.g., those utilizing personality inventories, interviews, questionnaires,
or the use of observation, photographs, taped records, or stored data.
However, some of these procedures may involve varying degrees of dis-
comfort, harassment, invasion of privacy, or may constitute a threat to the

%.
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subject's dignity through the imposition of demeaning or dehumanizing
conditions.

3. There are also medical and biomedical projects concerned solely with
organs, tissues, body fluids, and other materials obtained in the course of
the routine performance of medical services such as diagnosis, treatment
and care, or at autopsy. The use of these materials obviously involves no
element of physical risk to the subject. However, their use for many research,
training, and service purposes may present psychological, sociological, or
legal risks to the subject or his authorized representatives. In these instances,
application of the policy requires review to determine that the cir
cumstances under which the materials were procured were appropriate
and that adequate and appropriate consent was or can be obtained for
the use of these materials for project purposes.

4. Similarly, some studies depend upon stored data or information
which was often obtained for quite different purposes. Here, the reviews
should also determine whether the use of these materials is within the
scope of the original consent, or whether consent can be obtained,

E Established and Accepted Methods
Some methods become established through rigorous standardization

procedures prescribed, as in the case of drugs or biologicals, by law or
as in the case of many educational tests, through the aegis of professional
societies or nonprofit agencies. Acceptance is a matter of professional
response, and determination as to when a method passes from the experi-
mental stage and becomes "established and accepted" is a matter of
judgment.

In determining what constitutes an established and accepted method,
consideration should be given to both national and local standards of
practice. A management procedure may become temporarily established
in the routine of a local institution but still fail to win acceptance at the
national level, A psychological inventory may be accepted nationally,
but still contain questions which are disturbing or offensive to a local
population. Surgical procedures which a, e established and accepted in

one part of the country may be considered experimental in another, not
due to inherent deficiencies, but because of the lack of proper facilities
and trained personnel. Diagnostic procedures which are routine in the
United States may pose serious hazards to an undernourished, heavily in-
fected, overseas population.

If doubt exists as to whether the procedures to be employed are estab-
lished and accepted, the activity should be subject to review and ap-
proval by the institutional committee.

F, Necessity to Meet Needs

Even if considered established and accepted, the method may place
the subject at risk if it is being employed for purposes other than to
meet the needs of the subject. Determination by an attending professional
that a particular treatment, Test, regimen, or curriculum is appropriate for
a particular subject to meet his needs limits tho attendant risks to those
inherent in the delivery of services, or in training.

On the other hand, arbitrary, random, or other assignment of subjects
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to differing treatment or study groups in the interests of a DHEW sup-
ported activity, rather than in the strict interests of the subject, introduces
the possibility of exposing him to additional risk, Even comparisons of two
or more established and accepted methods may potentially involve exposure
of at least some of the subjects to additional risks, Any alteration of the
choke, scope, or timing of an otherwise established and accepted method,
primarily in the interests of a DHEW activity, also raises the issue of
add iona risk,

If doubt exists as to whether the procedures are intended solely to
meet the needs of the subject, the activity should be subject to review
and approval by the ilstitutional committee,

INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW

A. Initial Review of Projects

I. Review must be carried out by an appropriate institutional com-
mittee. The committee may be an existing one, such as a k card of trustees,
medical staff committee, utilization committee, or research committee, or
it may be specially constituted for the purpose of this review. Institutions
may utilize subcommittees to represent major administrative or subordinate
components in those instances where establishment of a single committee
is impracticable or inadvisable. The institution may utilize staff, consultants,
or both.

The committee must be composed of sufficient members with varying
backgrounds to assure complete and adequate review of projects and
activities commonly conducted by the institution, The committee's mem-
bership, maturity, experience, and expertise should be such as to justify
respect for its advice and counsel, No member of an institutional cc.nmittee
shall be involved in either the initial or continuing review of al activity
in which he has a professional responsibility, except to provide informa-
tion requested by the committee, In addition to possessing the profession&
competence to review specific activities, the committee should be able to
determine acceptability of the proposal in terms of institutional commit-
ments and regulations, applicable law, standards of professional conduct
and practice, and community attitudes,' The committee may therefore
need to include persons whose primary concerns lie in these areas rather
than in the conduct of research, development, and service programs of
the types supported by the DHEW,

If an institution is so small that it cannot appoint a suitable committee
from its own staff, it should appoint members from outside the institution,

Committee members shall be identified by name, occupation or
position, and by other pertint lit indications of experience and come
potence in areas pertinent to the areas of review such as earned
degrees, board certifications, licensures, memberships, otc.

Temporary replacement of a committee member by an alternate of
comparable experience and competence is permitted in the event a mem-

1 In the United States, the regulations of the Food and Drug Administration (21 CFR 1301
provide that the committee must possess competencies to determine acceptability of fho
prolate In these fermi in order to review proposals for investigational new thug (IND)
studies,
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ber is momentarily unable to fulfill committee responsibility. The DHEW
should be notified of any permanent replacement or additions.

2. The institution should adopt a statement of principles that will
assist it in the discharge of its responsibilities for protecting the rights
and welfare of subjects. This may be an appropriate existing code
or declaration or one formulated by the institution itself.2 It is to be
understood that no such principles supersede DHEW policy or appli-
cable law.

3. Review begins with the identification of those projects or activities
which involve subjects who may be at risk. In institutions with large grant
and contract programs, administrative staff may be delegated the responsi-
bility of separating those projects which do not involve human subjects
in any degree; i.e., animal and nonhuman materials studies. However, deter-
minations as to whether any project or activity involves human subjects
at risk is a professional responsibility to be discharged through review by
the committee, or by subcommittees.

If review determines that the procedures to be applied are to be limited
to those considered by the committee to be established, accepted, and
necessary to the needs of the subject, review need go no further; and the
application should be certified as approved by the committee. Such proj-
ects involve human subjects, but these subjects are not considered to be
at risk.

If review determines that the procedures to be applied will place the
subject at risk, review should be expanded to include the issues of the
protection of the subject's rights and welfare, of the relative weight of
risks and benefits, and of the provision of adequate and appropriate con-
sent procedures.

Where required by workload considerations or by geographic separa-
tion of operating units, subcommittees or mail review may be utilized to
provide preliminary review of applications,

Final review of projects involving subjects at risk should be carried out
by a quorum of the committee.3 Such review should determine, through
review of reports by subcommittees, or through its own examination of
applications or of protocols, or through interviews with those individuals
who will have professional responsibility for the proposed project or activity,
or through other acceptable procedures that the requirements of the
institutional assurance and of DHEW policy have been met, specifically
that;

a. The rights and welfare of the subjects are adequately protected.
Institutional committees should carefully examine applications,

protocols, or descriptions of work to arrive at an independent deter-
mination of possible risks. The committee must be alert to the possi-
bility that investigators, program directors, or contractors may, quite
unintentionally, introduce unnecessary or unacceptable hazards, or
fail to provide adequate safeguards. This po .sibility is particularly
true if the project crosses disciplinary lines, involves new and untried
procedures, or involves established and accepted procedures which
are new to the personnel applying them, Committees must also assure

601110 of the existing codes or statements of prinetples concerned with the protection of
human subleefs in research, investigation, and ewe we listed in attachment C.

I In the United Slates, the quorum reviewing investigational new drug studies must satisfy
requirements of the food and Drug Administration 121 5FIt1130).
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themselves that proper precautions will be taken to deal with emer-
gencies that may develop even in the course of seemingly routine
activities.

When appropriate, provision should be made for safeguarding informa-
tion that could be traced to, or identified with subjects. The committee
may require the project or activity director to take steps to insure the
confidentiality and security of data, particularly if it may not always remain
under his direct control.

Safeguards include, initially, the careful design of questionnaires, in-
ventories, interview schedules, and other data gathering instruments and
procedures to limit the personal information to be acquired to that
absolutely essential to the project or activity, Additional safeguards include
the encoding or enciphering of names, addresses, serial numbers, and of
data transferred to tapes, discs, and printouts. Secure, locked spaces and
cabinets may be necessary for handling and storing documents and
files. Codes and ciphers should always be kept in secure places, distinctly
separate from encoded and enciphered data. The shipment, delivery, and
transfer of all data, printouts, and files between offices and institutions
may require careful controls. Computer to computer transmission of data
may be restricted or forbidden.

Provision should also be made for the destruction of all edited, obsolete
or depleted data on punched cards, tapes, discs, and other records. The
committee may also determine a future dattlor destruction of all stored
primary data pertaining to a project or activity.

Particularly relevant to the decision of the committees are those rights
of the subject that are defined by law. The committee should familiarize
itself through consultation with legal counsel with these statutes and com-
mon law precedents which may bear on its decisions. The provisions of
this policy may no be construed in any manner or sense that would
abrogate, supersede, or moderate more restrictive applicable law or pre-
cedential legal decisions.

Laws may define what constitutes consent and who may give consent,
prescribe or proscribe the performance of certain medical and surgical
procedures, protect confidential communications, define negligence, define
invasion of privacy, require disclosure of records pursuant to legal process,
and limit charitable and governmental immunity (soe, e.g the University
of Pittsburgh Law Manual),

b. The risks to an individual are outweighed by the potential
benefits to him or by the importance of the knowledge to be gained.

The committee should carefully weigh the known or foreseeable risks
to be encountered by subjects, the probable benefits that may accrue to
them, and the probable benefits to humanity that may result from the
subject's participation in the project or activity, If it seems probable
that participation will confer substantial benefits on the subjects, the com-
mittee may be justified in permitting them to accept commensurate or
lesser risks, If the potential benefits are insubstantial, or are outweighed by
risks, the committee may be justified in permitting the subjects to accept
these risks in the interests of humanity, The committee should consider the
possibility that subjects, or those authorized to represent subjects, may
be motivated to accept risks for unsuitable or inadequate reasons. In such
instances the consent procedures adopted should incorporate adequate
safeguards.
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Compensation to volunteers should never be such as to constitute an
undue inducement.

No subject can be expected to understand the issues of risks and
benefits as fully as the committee. Its agreement that consent can reason-
ably be sought for subject participation in a project or activity is of
paramount practical importance.

"'The informed consent of the subject, while often a legal necessity is a
goal toward which we must strive, but hardly over achieve except in the
simplest cases."

(Henry K, Beecher, M.D.)
c. The informed consent of subjects will be obtained by methods

that are adequate and appropriate,

Note.In the United States, adhorenco to the regulations of the Food and Drug Adminis
tratlon (21 CFR 130) governing consent in projects involving Investigational new drugs
(IND) is required by law.

Informed consent is the agreement obtained from a subject, or from
his authorized representative, to the subject's participation in an
activity.

The bask elements of informed consent are:
1. A fair explanation of the procedures to be followed, includ-

ing on identification of those which are experimental;
2. A description of the attendant discomforts and risks;
3. A description of the benefits to be expected;
4. A disclosure of appropriate alternative procedures that would

be advantageous for the subject;
1 An offer to answer any inquiries concerning the procedures;
6. An instruction that the subject is free to withdraw his consent

and to discontinue participation in the project or activity at
any time.

In addition, the agreement, written or oral, entered into by the
subject, should include no exculpatory language through which the
subject is made to waive, or to appear to waive, any of his legal
rights, or to release the institution or its agents from liability for
negligence,4

Informed consent must be documented (see Documentation, p.. 16).
Consent should be obtained, whenever practicable, from the subjects

themselves. When the subject group will include individuals who are not
legally or physically capable of giving informed consent, because of age,
mental incapacity, or inability to communicate, the review committee
should consider the validity of consent by next of kin, legal guardians, or
by other qualified third parties representative of the subjects' interests.
In such instances, careful consideration should be given by the committee
not only to whether these third parties can be presumed to have the
necessary depth of interest and concern with the subjects' rights ,end
welfare, but also to whether these ,third parties will be legally authorized
to expose the subjects to the risks involved,

4 the of exculpatory clauses In consent documents Is considered contrary to public policy.
Tumid tit. Regent* of Untvetilly of Calllotnla, 60 Cal, 2d 72, 32 Cal. Rpfr,33, 303 P, 2d
441 (1963), Annot 6 AIR, 3d 693 (1966),
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The review committee will determine if the consent required, whether
to be secured before the fact, in writing or orally, or after the fact follow-
ing debriefing, or whether implicit in voluntary participation in an ade-
quately advertised activity, is appropriate in the light of the risks to
the subject, and the circumstances of the project.

The review committee will also determine if the information to be given
to the subject, or to qualified third parties, in writing or orally, is a fair
explanation of the project or activity, of its possible benefits, and of its
attendzint hazards,

Where an activity involves therapy, diagnosis, or management, and a
professional/patient relationship exists, it is necessary "to recognize that
each patient's mental and emotional condition is important . , and that
in discussing the element of risk, a certain amount of discretion must be
employed consistent with full disclosure of fact necessary to any informed
consent.," S

Where an activity does not involve therapy, diagnosis, or management,
and a professional/subject rather than a professional/patient relationship
exists, ' the subject is entitled to a full and frank disclosure of all the facts,
probabilities, and opinions which a reasonable man might be expected to
consider before giving his consent." 6

When debiefiing procedure, are considered as a necessary part of the
plan, the committee should ascertain that the e will be complete and
prompt,

B. Continuing Review

This is an essential part of the review process. While procedures for
continuing review of ongoing projects, and activities should be based in
principle on the initial review criteria, they should also be adapted to the
size and administrative structure of the institution. Institutions which are
small and compact and in which the committee members art in day-to-day
contact with professional staff may be able to function effe!ivE,;) ,ith some
informality. Institutions which have placed responsibility for eview in boards
of trustees, utilization committees, and similar groups that meet on frequent
schedules may find it possible to have projects re reviewed during these
meetings,

In larger institutions with more complex administrative structures and
specially appointed committees, these committees may adopt a v=ariety
of continuing review mechanisms They may involve systematic review of
projects at fixod intervals, or et intervals set by the committee coli-
mensurate with the project's risk. Thus, a project involving an untried
procedure may initially require reconsideration as each subject completes
his involvement. A highly routine project may need no more than annual
revitiw. Routine diagnostic service procedures, such as biopsy and autopsy,
which contribute to research and demonstration activities generally require
no more than annual review, Spot checks may be used to supplement sched-
uled reviews,

Actual review may involve interviews with the responsible staff, or

Salo vs. !gland Stanford Jr, University Board of Trustees (154 C.A. 2nd 5601 311 P.
2d 17011,

Haluiliko vs, University of Soskatthewon, 119651 53 DIR. 12t11,
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review of written reports and supporting documents and forms, In any
event, such review must be completed at least annually to permit certi-
fications of review on noncompeting continuation applications.

C. Communication of the Committee's Action, Advice, and
Counsel

If the committee's overall recommendation is favorable, it may simultane-
ously prescribe restrictions or conditions under which the activity may be
conducted, define substantial changes in the research plans which should be

brought to, its attention, and determine the nature and frequency of interim
review procedures to insure continued acceptable conduct of the research.

Favorable recommendations by an institutional committee are, of
course, always subject to further appropriate review and rejection
by institution officials.

Unfavorable recommendations, restrictions, or conditions cannot be
removed except by the committee or by the action of another appro-
priate review group described in the assurance filed with the Depart.
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare.

Staff with supervisory responsibility for investigators and program direc-
tors whose protects or activities have been disapproved or restricted, and
institutional administrative and financial officers should be informed of the
committee's recommendations, Responsible profession& staff should be in-

formed of the reasons for any adverse actions taken by the institutional
committee,

The committee should be prepared at all times to provide advice and
counsel to staff developing new projects or activities or contemplating re-
vision of ongoing projects or disapproved proposals.

D. Maintenance of an Active and Effective Committee
Institutions should *establish policy determining overall committee com-

position, including provisions for rotation of memberships and appointment
of chairmen, Channels of responsibility should be established for im-

plementation of committee recommendations as they may affect the actions
of responsible professional staff, grants and contracts officers, business

officers, and other responsible staff. Provisions should be made for remedial
action in the event of disregard of committee recommendations,

ASSURANCES

A, Negotiation of Assurances
An institution applying to the DHEW for a grant or contract involvw

ing human subjects must provide written assurance that U will abide
by DHEW policy. The assurance shall embody a statement of cam.
plionce with DHEW requirements for initial and continuing committee
review of the supported activities; a set of implementing guidelines,
including identification of the committee, and a description of its
review procedures or, in the case of special assurances concerned
with single protects or activities, a report of initial findings and prow

1+1.714 O 14
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posed continuing review procedures. Institutions that have not previ-
ously filed assurances should request instructions for the preparation
of an assurance from the Division of Research Grants, National
Institutes of Health.

Negotiation of assurances is the responsibility of the DRG, NIH.
Negotiation will be initiated on receipt of a copy of a grant applica-
tion, a contract proposal, or other documentation identifying the
project and the offeror or sponsoring institution.

Assurances will not be accepted from institutions or institutional
components which do not have control over the expenditure of bHEW
grant or contract funds unless they are an active part of a cooperative
project or activity.

An assurance will be accepted only after review and approval by
the DRG, NIH.

B. Types of Assurance

Assurances may be one of two types:
1. General assurance. --A general assurance describes the review

and implementation procedures applicable to all DHEW-suppe.ted
activities within an institution, regardless of the number, location, or
types of bs components Isee attachment Al. General assurances will
be required from institutions having a significant number of concurrent
DHEW projects or activities involving human subjects.

2. Special assurance. .A special assurance will, as a rule, describe
those reviP .v and implementation procedures applicable to a single
project or activity (see attachment B). Special assurances may also
be approved in modified forms to meet unusual requirements either
of the operating agency or of the institution receiving a grant or
contract. Special assurances are not to be solicited from institutions
which have accepted general assurances on file.

C. Minimum Requirements for General Assurances
1. Statement of compliance. ---.A formal statement of compliance

with DHEW polity must be executed by an appropriate institutional
official.

.2. Implementing guidelines, The institution must include as part
of its assurance implementing guidelines that specifically provide for:

a, the statement of principles that will assist the institution in the
discharge of its responsibilities for protecting the rights and welfare
of subjects, This may be an appropriate existing code or declaration
or one formulated by the institution itself.

b. A committee or committee structure which will conduct initial
and continuing reviews. Committee members shall be identified by
name, occupaaun or position, and by other pertinent indications of
experience and competence in areas pertinent to the areas of review
such as earned degrees, board certifications, °censures, memberships,
etc,

c. The procedures which the institution will follow in carrying out
its initial and continuing review of proposals and activities to insure
that:
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111 The rights and welfare of subjects are adequately protected;
(2) The risks to subjects are outweighed by potential benefits;
(3) The informed consent of subjects will be obtained by methods

that are adequate and appropriate,
d. The procedures which the committee will follow to provide ad-

vice and counsel to project and program directors with regard to the
committee's actions as well as the requirement for reporting to the
committee any emergent problems or proposed procedural changes.

e. The procedures which the institution will follow to maintain
an active and effective committee and to implement its recommenda-
tions.

D. Minimum Requirements for Special Assurance
An acceptable special assurance covering a single activity consists

of a properly completed statement of compliance, similar to that
illustrated by attachment B. This assurance shall identify the specific
grant or contract involved by its number, if known; by its full title;
and by the name of the project or program director, principal investi-
gator, fellow, or other person immediately responsible for the con-
duct of the activity. The assutice shall be sinned by a committee
of not fewer than three members and executed by an appropriate
institutional official. The committee shall describe in general terms
those risks to the subject that it recognizes as inherent in the activity.
Consent procedures to be used are to be described. Any consent
statement to be signed, heard, or read by the subject or responsible
third parties should be attached, The assurance should outline the
circumstances under which the director or investigator will be required
to inform the committee of proposed changes in the activity, or of
emergent problems involving human subjects. The assurance should
also indicate whether the director or investigator will be required
to submit written reports, appear for interview, or be visited by the
committee or committees to provide for continuing review. It should
also indicate the intervaIS at which such reviews wit; take ,place.

TIMING AND CERTIFICATION OF INSTITUTIONAL. REVIEW

A. General Assurances
1, Timely review. All proposals involving human subjects submit-

ted by institutions with accepted general assurances should, whenever
possible, be given institutional review and approval prior to submis-
sion to the [MEW, The proposal or application should be appropriately
marked in the spaces provided on forms, or the following statement
should be typed on the lower or right hand margin of the page
bearing the name of the institutional official authorized to sign or
execute applications or proposals for the institution:
"HUMAN SUBJECTSREVIEWED AND APPROVED ON _....(clate)_."
(This date should be no more than 90 days prior to the submission
date, and must not be more than 12 months prior to the proposed
starting date.)

2. Pending review,. - 4f if will be necessary to delay the review, the
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proposal is to be appropriately marked in the spaces provided on
forms, or the following statement is to be typed in the lower or right
hand margin of the page bearing the name of the institutional official
authorized to sign or execute applications or proposals for the insti-
tution:
"HUMAN SUBJECTSREVIEW PENDING ON
(This date should be at least one month earlier than the proposed
starting date of the project to avoid possible conflict with the award.
date.)

3. Completion of pending review.Review should be initiated as
soon as possible after the submission of the proposal so that final
action can be completed prior to the pending review date. If this
final action is disapproval, or is approval contingent on substantive
changes in the proposal, the operating agency is to be notified
promptly by telegram; an immediate confirmatory letter; and, where
appropriate, by withdrawal of 'the application from further considera-
tion by the agency.

4. Institutional review of proposals lacking definite plans or spe-
cifications for the involvement of human subjects.Certain types of
proposals are submitted with the knowledge that human subjects
are to be involved within the project period, but definite plans for
this involvement cannot properly be included in the proposal. These
include (1) certain training grants where trainee projects remain to
be selected, and (2) research, pilot, or developmental studies in which
involvement depends upon such things as the completion 4 instru-
ments, or of prior animal studies, or upon the purification of com-
pounds.

Such proposals should be reviewed and certified in the same man-
ner as more complete proposals. The initial certification indicates
institutional approval of the applications as submitted, and commits
the institution to later review of the plans when completed. Such
later review should be completed prior to the beginning of the budget
period during which actual involvement of human subjects is to begin.

5. Institutional review of proposals not submitted with the intent
of involving human subjects.If a proposal, at the time it is sub-
mitted to the DHEW, does not anticipate involving or intend to involve
human subjects, no certification should be submitted. In those in-
stances, however, where funds are awarded in response to the pro-
posal and it iater becomes appropriate to use all or parts of these
funds for activities which will involve human subjects, such use
must be reviewed and approved in accordance with the institutional
assurance prior to the use of subjects:

a. Where support is provided by project grants or contracts, review
and approval of such changes must be certified to the awarding
agency or contracting agency, together with a description of the
proposed change in the project plan or contract workscope. Subjects
should not be used prior to receipt of approval from agency staff or
from the project officer concerned.

b. Where support is provided by a mandatory grant or Institutional
grant, in which cases the institution determines within broad guide-
lines the project or activities supported, including the use of human
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subjects li.e,, general research support grants, clinical research center
projects), review must be carried out in accordance with the institu-
tional assurance. Certification for individual projects need not be
forwarded to the awarding agency.

Whenever the committee is uncertain as to whether a lhange
should or should not be reported, the question should be referred
to the operating agency concerned.

All certifications are subject to verfication by DHEW representatives
authorized to examine institutional and committee records.

B. Special Assurances
When a special assurance is submitted, it provides certification

for the initial grant or contract period concerned. No additional docu-
mentation is required. If the terms of the grant or contract provide
for additional years of support, with annual obligation or funds,
the noncompeting renewal application or proposal shall be certified
in the manner described in the preceding section.

COOPERATIVE ACTIVITIES

Cooperative activities are those which involve other than the
grantee or prime contractor (such as a contractor under a grantee or
a subcontractor under a prime contractor). In such instances the
grantee or prime contractor may obtain access to all or some of the
human subjects involved through the cooperating institution. Regard-
less of the distances involved and the nature of the ,:ooperative
arrangement, the basic DHEW policy applies and the grantee or prime
contractor remains responsible for safeguarding the rights and wel-
fare of the subjects. The manner in which this responsibility can be
discharged depends on whether the grantee or contractor holds an
institutional general assurance or an institutional special assurance.

A. Institutions with General Assurances
1. Initial and continuing institutional review may be carried out by

one or a combination of procedures:
By the grantee's or contractor's committee;
By the committee reviews conducted at both institutions; or
Through cooperation of appropriate individuals or committees

representing the cooperating institution.
The procedures to be followed must be made a matter of record in
the institutional files for the grant or contract before funds are re-
leased by the grantee or contractor for the cooperative project. There

are three relationships that may govern in reference to the cooperating
institution:

a. Cooperating institutions with accepted general assurances
When the cooperating institution has on file with the DHEW an ac-
cepted general assurance, the grantee or contractor may request the
cooperator to conduct its own independent review and to report to
the iyantee's or contractor's committee the cooperating committee's
recommendations on those aspects of the activity that concern indi-

1
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viduals for whom the cooperating institution has responsibility ht
accordance with its own assurance. The grantee or contractor may,
at its discretion, concur with or further restrict the recommendations
of the cooperating institution. It is the responsibility of the grantee or
contractor to maintain communication with the cooperating institu.
tional committees. The cooperating institution should promptly notify
the grantee or contracting institution whenever the cooperating insti-
tution finds the conduct of the project or activity within its purview
unsatisfactory.

b. Cooperating institution with no accepted general assurance
When the cooperating institution does not have an accepted assurance
on file with the DHEW, the awarding agency concerned may request
the DRG, NIH, to negotiate an assurance.

c. Interinstitutional joint reviews.The grantee or contracting insti-
tution may wiih to develop an agreement with cooperating institutions
to provide for a review committee with representatives from coop-
erating institutions. Representatives of cooperating Institutions may
be appointed as ad hoc members of the grantee or contracting insti-
tution's existing review committee or, if cooperation is on a frequent
or continuing basis as between a medical school and a group of
affiliated hospitals, appointments may be made permanent. Under
some circumstances component subcommittees may be established
within cooperating institutions. All such cooperative arrangements
must be accepted by the Department as part of a general assurance,
ar as an amendment to a general assurance, or in unusual situations
as determined by the DRG, NIH, as a special assurance.

B. Institutions with Special Assurances
While responsibility for initial and continuing review necessarily

lies with the contractor, the DHEW will also require acceptable assur-
ances from those cooperating institutions having immediate responsi-
bility for subjects.

If the cooperating institution has on file with the DHEW an ac-
cepted general assurance, the contractor shall request the cooperator
to conduct its own independent review of those aspects of the
project or activity which will involve human subjects for which it has
immediata responsibility. Such a request shall be in writing and should
provide for direct notification of the contractor's committee in the
event that the cooperator's committee finds the conduct of the activity
unsatisfactory.

If the cooperating institution does not have an accepted general
assurance on file with the DHEW, the operriting agency concerned
must request the DRG, NIH, to negotiate an assurance.

INSTITUTIONAL ADMINISTRATION OF ASSURANCES

A, Institutional Responsibility
The grantee or contracting institution's administration is accountable

to the Department for effectively carrying out the provisions of the
institutional assurance foe the protection of human subjects as ac-

4.
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cepfecl and recognized by the Department. Revisions in the institu-
tional assurance, including the implementing procedures, are to be
reported to the Department prior fo the date such revisions become
effective. Revision without prior notification may result in withdrawal
of departmental recognition of the institution's assurance.

B. Executive Functions

Specific executive functions to be conducted by the institutional
administration include institutional policy formulation, development,
promulgation, and continuing indoctrination of personnel. Appropriate
administrative assistance and support must be provided for, the com-
mittee's functions. Implementation of the committee's recommenda-
tions through appropriate administrative action and followup is a
condition of acceptance of an assurance. Committee approvals and
recommendations are, of course, subject to rev!cw and to disapproval
or further restriction by institutional officials. Committee disapprovals,
restrictions, or conditions cannot be rescinded or removed except
by action of the committee or another appropeate review group as
described and accepted in the assurance filed wish the Department.

C. Assurance Implementation
Under no circumstances shall proposed activity plans, not approved

by the committee, be implemented with Department funds. The prin-
cipal investigator, program or project director, or other responsible
staff must be notified as promptly as possible of committee actions,
including any restrictive recommendations made by the institutional
committee or the administration. They must also be informed and
reminded of their continuing responsibility 10 bring fo the attention
of the committee any proposed significant changes in project or
activity plans or any emergent problems that will affect human
subjects. Where continuing review of projects involves the channels
of administrative authority in the institution, notification of committee
actions should be sent through these channels, Establishment of
mechanisms for consultation and appeal by investigators and subjects
may be an important condition of acceptance of an assurance by the
Department.

D. Documentation
1. GeneraDevelopment of appropriate documentation and re-

porting procedures is an essential administrative function. The flies
must include copies of all documents presented or required for initial
and continuing review by the institutional review committee and
transmittals on actions, instructions, and conditions resulting from
review committee deliberations addressed to the activity director
are to be made part of the official institutional files for the supported
activity. Committee meeting minutes including records of discussions
of substantive issues and their resolution are to be retained by the
institution and be made available upon request to representatives
of the DHEW.
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2. Informed consent.An institution proposing to place any indi-vidual at risk is obligated to obtain and document his informed
consent; the terms "at risk" and "informed consent" will apply as
defined previously.

The actual procedure in obtaining informed consent and the basis
for committee determinations that the procedures are adequate and
appropriate are to be fully documented. The documentation will fol-
low one of the following three forms:

a. Provision of a written consent document embodying all of the
basic elements of informed consent. This form is to be signed by the
subject or his authorized representative. A sample of the form as
approved by the committee is to .be retained in its records. Completed
forms are to be handled in accordance with institutional practice.

b. Provision of a "short" form written consent document indicating
that the basic elements of informed consent have been presented
orally to the subject. Written summaries of what is to be said to the
patient are to be approved by the committee. The "short" form is to
be signed by the subject or his authorized representative and an
auditor-witness to the oral presentation and to the subject's or his
authorized representative's signature. A copy of the approved sum-
mary, annotated to show any additions, is to be signed by the persons
obtaining the consent on behalf of the institution and by the auditor-
witness. Sample copies of the consent form and of the summaries
as approved by the committee are to be retained in its records.
Completed forms are to be handled in accordance with institutional
practice.

c. Modification of either of the above two primary procedures.
All such modifications must be approved by the committee in the
minutes signed by the committee chairman. Granting of permission
to use modified procedures imposes additional responsibility upon
the review committee and the institution to establish that the risk to
any subject is minimum, that use of either of the primary procedures
for obtaining informed consent would surely involidate objectives
of considerable immediate importance, and that any reasonable alter-
native means for attaining these objectives would be less advanta-
geous to the subject.

The committee's reasons for permitting modification or elimination
of any of the six basic elements of informed consent, or for altering
requirements for a subject's signature or for signature of an auditor-
witness, or for substitution 11.e., debriefing), or other modification of
full, complete, written prior consent, must be individually and spe-
cifically documented in the minutes and in reports of committee actions
to the institutional files. Approval of any such modifications should
be regularly reconsidered as a function of continuing review and as
required for annual review, with documentation of reaffirmation, re-
vision, or discontinuation as appropriate.

3. Reporting to DHEW.--,No routine reports to DHEW are required.
Significant changes in policy, procedure, or committee structure shall,
however, be promptly reported to the DRG, NIH, for review and ac-
ceptance. Review of these changes or of institutional and other
records of performance under the terms and conditions of NEW
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policy, may require renegotiation of the assurance or such other action
as may be appropriate.

ENFORCEMENT

The DRG, NIH, will follow up reports by reviewers, evaluators, con-
sultants, and staff of the DHEW indicating concern for the welfare
of subjects involved in approved and funded grants or contracts, and
of subjects potentially involved in activities approved but not funded,
and in disapproved proposals. On the basis a these reports and
of other sources of information, the DRG, NIH, may, in collaboration
with the operating agency concerned, correspond with or visit insti-
tutions to discuss correction of any apparent deficiencies in its imple-
mentation of the procedures described in its institutional assurance.

If, in the judgment of the Secretary, an institution has failed in a
Material manner to comply with the terms of this policy with respect
to a particular DHEW grant or contract, he may require that it be
terminated in the manner provided for in applicable grant or procure-
ment regulations. The institution shall be promptly notified of such
finding and of the reason therefor.

If, in the judgment of the Secretary, an institution fails to discharge
its responsibilities for the protection of the lights and welfare of the
individuals in its care, whether or not DHEW funds are involved,
he may question whether the institution and the individuals con-
cerned should remain eligible to receive future DHEW funds for
activities involving human subjects. The institution and individuals
concerned shall be promptly notified of this finding, and of the reasons
therefor.

DEPARTMENTAL REVIEW OF ASSURANCES

All assurances submitted for approval are to be forwarded to the
DRG, NIH, for review and 'acceptance on behalf of the Department.
Review will be principally concerned with the adequacy of the pro-
posed committee in the light of the probable scope of the applicant
institution's activities, and with the appropriateness of the proposed
initial and continuing review in the light of the probable risks to be
encountered, the types of subject populations involved, and the size
and complexity of the institution's administration. Institutions sub-
mitting inadequate assurances will be informed of deficiencies. The
appropriate operating agency will be kept informed, on request, of
the status and acceptance of an assurance.
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ATTACHMENT A

EXAMPLE OF A STATEMENT OF COMPLIANCE
PART ONE OF A GENERAL INSTITUTIONAL ASSURANCE

The (name of institution) will comply with the poliky for the pro-
tection of human subjects participating in activities supported directly
or indirectly by grants or contracts from the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare. In fulfillment of its assurance:

This institution will establish and maintain a committee competent
to review projects and activities that involve human subjects. The
committee will be assigned responsibility to determine for each cm-
tivity as planned and conducted that:

The rights and welfare of subjects are adequately protected.
The risks to subjects are outweighed by potential benefits.
The informed consent of subjects will be obtained by methods
that are adequate and appropriate.

This institution will provich for committee reviews to be conducted
with objectivity and in a manner to ensure the exercise of inde-
pendent judgment of the members. Members will be excluded from
reviews of projects or activities in which they have an active role
or a conflict of interests.

This institution will encourage continuing constructive communica-
tion between the committee and the project directors as a means of
safeguarding the rights and welfare of subjects.

This institution will provide for the facilities and professional atten-
tion required for subjects who may suffer physical, psychological, or
other injury as a result of participation in an activity.

This institution will maintain appropriate and informative records
of committee reviews of applications and active projects, of docu-
mentation of informed consent, and of other documentation that may
pertain to the selection, participation, and protection of subjects and
to reviews of circumstances that adversely affect the rights or welfare
of individual subjects.

This institution will periodically reassure itself through appropriate
administrative overview that the practices and procedures designed
for the protection of the rights and welfare of subjects are being
effectively applied and are consistent with its assurance as accepted
by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

Official signing for the Institution

Signature4.4erni.W.bufteml......

Title

Date

Enclosure: Implementing Guidelines, Part Two of a General insti-
tutional Assurance.
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ATTACHMENT B

EXAMPLE OF A SPECIAL INSTITUTIONAL ASSURANCE

AND CERTIFICATION OF REVIEW OF

SINGLE PROJECTS INVOLVING HUMAN SUBJECTS

(0) The (name of institution) will comply with the provisir,I2 of
the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare policy as cutlined
in the 'Institutional Guide to DHEW Policy on Protection of Human
Subjects." This institution has established a committee competent
to review the project or activity identified below. The committee's
membership, maturity, and expertise assure respect for its advice
and counsel. No member of the committee has a vested professional
interest in the project or activity that will conflict with the need f or
independent review for the purpose of safeguarding the rights and
welfare of subjects.
The initial review of the proposal identified as (give proposed
title, project director's or investigator's or fellow's name, and grant
or contract or RFP number as applicable) indicates that:

(1) In the opinion of this committee the risks to the rights and welfare
of the subjects in this project or activity are:
The committee agrees that the following safeguards against these
risks are adequate:

(2) In the opinion of the committee the potential benefits of this activity
to the subjects outweigh any probable risks. This opinion is justified.
by the following reasons:

(3) In the opinion of the committee the following informed consent pro-
cedures based upon the six elements of informed consent as noted
will be adequate and appropriate. Documentation is attached:

(4) The committee agrees to arrange for a continuing exchange of in-
formation and advice between itself and the investigator or director,
particularly to the criteria cited above. This exchange will be imple-
mented by the following procedures:

(5) The signatures, names, and occupations or titles of the members of
the committee are listed below. None of these signatories have a
vested or professional interest in this project or activity that con-
flicts with the need for independent review.

Signature

Signature

Signature

Signature

Name Occupation or Title

Name Occupation or Title

Name Occupation or Title

Name

IContinued page 20)

Occupation or Title

C1/4,
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(Add as many signature spaces as necessary. Review of projects
involving investigational now drugs (IND's) requires a minimirn of
two persons licensed to administer drugs and one person not so
licensed. Review for other purposes should utilize committees of
equal or greater breadth.)

Date of Committee Approval

I codify that this review was carried out in accordance with the
provisions of DHEW polity.

(6) Official signing for institution
Signature

Name

Title

Institution

Address

Telephone Number

Date
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ATTACHMENT B

INSTRUCTIONS

An acceptable special institutional assurance consists of a properly com-
pleted formal statement of compliance with Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare policy (see attachment B), signed by a committee of
not less than three members a, by an official authorized to sign for the
institution. The explanatory paragraphs which follow refer to the corre-
sponding section of the attachment.
(0) This should identify the application for a grant, contract, or award by

its identifying number, where known, or by its full title. The name should
be that of the investigator, program director, fellow, or other individual
immediately responsible for the conduct of the work.

(I) The committee should identify in general terms those risks the it recog-
nizes as probable occurrences; i.e., "Aggravation of anxiety status
through contact wifh interviewers," "Preservation of confidentiality of
data," "Renal injury subsequent to multiple biopsy," "Possibility of side
reactions to dugs," "Possible local hematosis and nerve injury associated

with venipuncture."
(2) The committee should identify the benefits to the subject or to mankind

in general that will accrue through time subject's participation in the
project. This should be followed by a brief discussion, weighing the risks

against the benefits.
(3) Consent procedures should be described and the minimum statement to

be used should be attached. "Students responding to the attached ad-
vertisement will be interviewed." "The project outline will be submitted
to the executive council of the PTA." "Individual teachers will be asked
to allow an observer in the rooms chosen." "Superintendents of several
State mental hospitals will be approached. The attached statement to
the next of kin or guardian will be signed by the principal investigator
and the superintendent." "The following special consent form will be
signed by each subject and his or her spouse or next of kin before
acceptance of the subject." "No prior consent will be sought. The fol-
lowing debriefing schedule will be followed within 30 minutes after com-

pletion of the test."
(4) This should indicate whether the investigator or director will be required

to submit written reports, or to appear for interviews, or will be visited
by the committee or committee representatives, and at approximately
what intervals these steps will be carried out.

(5) No further explanation is necessary. (The committee must be composed

of sufficient members with varying backgrounds to assure complete and
adequate review of the project. The committee may be at' existing one,

or one especially appointed for the purpose. The institution may utilize

staff, consultants, or both. The membership should possess not only
broad competence to comprehend the nature of the project, but also
other competencies necessary in the judgments as to acceptability of the
project or activity in terms of institutional regulations, relevant law,
standards of professional practice, and community acceptance. The corn.
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mittee's maturity and experience should be such as to justify respect for
its advice and counsel.)

(No individual involved in the conduct of the project shall participate
in its review, except to provide information to the committee.)

(Committee members should be identified in the assurance by name,
positions, earned degrees, board certiiications, licensures, memberships,
and other indications of experience, competence, and interest.)

The completed assurance should be attached to the application, or returned
directly to the office requesting its submission.
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ATTACHMENT C

Codes or statements of principles which are concerned with the protection of human
subject in research, investigation, and care have been issued by:

Organization

World Medical Association
10 Columbus Circle
New York, N.Y. 10019

(code available from
AMA; see address listed
herein)

Nuernberg Military Id-
bunals; U.S. v. Karl
Brandt

American Medical Associa.
Lion

535 North Dearborn Street
Chicago, III. 60610

(British) Medical a.esearch
Counc:1

20 Park Crescent
London W.1, England

(Canadian) Medical Re-
search Council

Montreal Road
Ottawa 7, Ontario, Canada

American Association on
Mental Deficiency

5201 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20015

American Nurses' Associa-
tion

10 Columbus Circle
New York, N.Y. 10019

American Personnel and
Guidance Association

1607 New Hampshire Ave-
nue, N.W. ,

Washingyon, D.C. 20009

American Psychological As.
sociation, Inc.

1200 17th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

International League of
Societies for the Men.
tally Handicapped

12 Rue Forestiere.
Brussels 5, Belgium

Code; adoption date

The Declaration of Hel-
sinki; Recommendations
Guiding Doctors in Clini-
cal Research; 1964

Text from which the
"Nuernberg Code" is
derived.

AMA Ethical Guidelines
for Clinical Investiga-
tion; Nov. 30, 1966

Responsibility in Investiga-
tions on Human Sub.
jects; 1964

Medical Research Council;
Extramural Programme:
1966

Statement on the Use of
Human Subjects for Re-
search; May 1969

The Nurse in Research;
ANA Guidelines on Ethi-
cal Values; January 1968

American Personnel and
Guidance Association;
Code of Ethical ,stand-
ards; no date specified

Ethical Standards of Psv.
chologists; Copyrighted
January 1963

Declaration of General and
Specie! Rights of the
Mentally Retarded; Oct.
24, 1968

Reference

J.A.M.A., 197 ( 11) :32, Sept.
12, 1966

Trials of War Criminals
Before the Nuernberg
Military Tribunals, vcl.
II, pp. 181-82; GPO
1949

Report of the Medical Re-
search Council for 1962-
1963, (Cmnd. 2382), pp.
21-25

41+

American Journal cif
Mental Deficiency, 74
(1) :157, July 1969

4.

4.1

American Psychologist, 18

(I) :56 -60, January 1963

+Ai
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Organization

Notional Association of
Social Workers

2 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10016

American Anthropological
Association

1703 New Hampshire
Avenue, NW.

Washington, D.C. 20009

American Sociological
Association

1722 N Street, NW;
Washington, D.C. 20036

Catholic Hospital
Association

St. Louis, Missouri 63104

Commission on Synagogue
Relations

Federation of Jewish
Philanthropies of New York

130 East 59th Street
New York, N.Y. 10022

100

Code; adoption date

NA5W Code of Ethics;
Oct. 13, 1968

Principles of Professional
Responsibility; May, 1971

Code of Ethics
September 1, 1971

Ethical and Religious
Directives for Catholic
Health Facilities

Septembor, 1971

A Hospita: Compendium
1969

,

Je

Reference

4

4.

4.

4.
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[ITEM I.B.2]

16914 RULES AND REGULATIONS

11045FublIc Welfare
SUBTITLE A---DEFARTMENT OF HEALTH,

ADMIN
EDUCATION

ISTRA
AND WELFARE, GENERAL

TION

PART
BUINE

44PROUCTION OF HUMAN
CIE

In the Irpnee Morena of October 9,
1913 (38 31% 27832), a notice of proposed
rulemaMag was published in feitiCh it
was proposed to amend Subtitle A of the
Department's regulations to codify, with
some changes, an existing Departmental
Police set forth In Chapter 1-40 of the
DREW Grants Administration Manual,
These regulations would provide that no
activity Weaving any human subjects at
risk supported by *DREW grant or con-
tract shall be undertaken unless a corn-
bilge" Mitts applicant or offering orga-
nisaUott hie reviewed and approved such .
activity and submitted to DREW a cer-
tification of such review and approval.
Ip addition any organization receiving a
grant or contract must establish a
mechanism to provide for continuing re-
view of the supported activity to insure
Its continued acceptability. The notice
provided for the filing of comments with -
In 30 days, ending November 9, 1973.

Comments were received from more
than 140 representatives of grantee and
contractor organizations, from approxi-
mately 20 public groups or organizations,
and from over 40 individuate. They in-
clude over 500 criticisms of individual
sections of the proposed rules. These
comments and the Department's conclu-
sions are principally as follows:

A. The applicability and scope of the
policy were challenged by several re-
spondents. Suggestions Included,ltmlting
the policy to physical risks only, differ-
entiation of biomedical risks from be-
havioral risks, expanding the policy to
protect all persona regardless or the na-
ture of the risk or source of support, and
unequivocal limitation of the oho, to
DREW grants and contracts at con-
basted to other organizational activities.
Requests were also made for the provi-
Eon of special exemptions for subject
groups such as prisoners, academic col-

, leagues, students, and laboratory per-
sonnel; or exemptions for specific prom-
duos such as those involving manipula-
tion of the diet within normal ranges, the
taking of blood and Urine samples, surgi-
cal and autopsy specimens, and the use
of hair, nail clippings, and placental
materials.

It was also proposed that the policy
deal specifically with certain subjects
such as the prisoner, the child, the fetus:

-the shortie, and the candidate for sterili-
zation or PlechesUrgeri,

The Department, having considered
them frequently conflicting recommen
dations, concludes that the language of
the regulation, should be changed to ern
pheelse their concern with the risks in-
volved In research, development, and re-
lated activities. It concludes that the
argumentsMOWS advanced for specifically in-
ducible or exempting certain activities
end procedures front the goof* of the
policy frequently reflect considerations
applicable only to individual projeets or

1101114
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conditions in particular institutions and
lack broad applicability. It therefore
seems appropriate to reserve to the &c-
rafty the right to designate activities
which necessarily fall within the scope of
these regulations or to which the reale,
bons are, inapplicable, such designations
will be made only following careful study
and through publication in the Pam,
Rsomme. These changes are incorpo-
rated in 4 40.1. At the same time It should
be noted that the Department Is now
developing policies dealing more small-
call" with research, development, and
related activities involving the prisoner,
the child, the fetus, the Mastitis, and in-
stitutionalized individual with mental
disability. The Department intends to
issue one or more notices of proposed
rule making in We AftosnAL Iteourrea'no
later than July 30, 1914, dealing with
these subjects. Policies are also under
consideration which will be particularly
concerned with the candidate for Dacha
surgery, she candidate for sterilization
and, separately, with the subject of social
science rematch.

13. Criticisms of the bade policy state-
ment centered about the requirement
that organizational committee review
detenzine "that the risks to an individual
are outweighed by the potential benefits
to him, or by the importance of the
knowledge to lie gained." Suggestions in-
eluded inserting the word "significant"
before "risks" and adding after the word
"gained" such phrases as "provided the
experimental procedure accords decent
respect fur the opinion of mankind" and
"or by the potential benefit to society."
Objections were also raised concerning
the requirement that informed consent
be qualified as "adequate" and to the
omission of a requirement that It be
"legally effective." It was also argued
that the sole purpose of the reviews
should be to determine that .the subject
is fully informed.

The Department, having considered
these comments, concludes that the
addition of the term "significant" would
tend to weaken, not to strengthen the
requirement, and that the intent of the
Proposed change is better served by pro.
visions, in 1 46.1 giving the Secretary au-
thority to designate activities, including
methods and procedures, to which the
policy is in .ppliCable, The suggested
changes in the risk- benefit clause appear
to be more admonitory than substantive,
Objections to the Use of the term "ads-
quate" appeared to be based on an as-
sumption that the term was used in Me
sense of "barely sutlicient" rather than
"lawfully and reasonably," The Depart-
ment concurs that the requitement is
strengthened by the substitution of the
phrase "legally. effective." It does not
agree that the sole PUrpose of the review
should be to determine that the subject
Is fully informed. It is w.-,ential that the
committee, representing a wide speetnim
of those expert protege °nal skills essen-
tial to a clear recognition of an activity's
inherent risks and probable benefits,
carefullyully weigh such risks and benefits
before determining that the benefits
favor a decision to allow the subject to
accept these risks. It is also important
that the committee determine that the
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subject will receive adequate protection
against known risks. These conclusions
and certain editorial changes are re-
flected in 1 48.4.

. C. Objections were ratted to several of
the definitions incorporated into the reg-
ulations: (I) since the DREW may make
grants to certain Federal agency com-
ponents only on the same terms as to
non- Federal institutions, It was sug-
gested that the term "Organization"

'should be extended to include Federal
agencies, (U) objections were also raised
to the term "sociological harm" as mean-
ingless, and to the use of the term
"harm," rather than the common legal
term "injury," Mb the definition of
"intodMed consent" was chenenged n
several counts. It was suggested t t t1
definition should be couched IA ms
similar to those of the Nuernberg Code
which provides that "the person involved
should have legal capacity to give con-
mut: should be so situated as to be able
to exercise free power of choice without
the intervention of any element of force,
fraud, deceit, duress, overreaching, or
other ulterior form of constraint or
coercion." It was also suggested (Iv) that
the requirement for an instruction that
the subject be free to withdraw his con-
sent be amended to read additionally
"without prejudice to his future care."

Additional suggestions included: SO
add to each of the elements of informed
consent the initial phrase "full and fair,"
(vi) eliminate the reeulterrent for a de
scription of "any appropriate alternative
procedures.. since there might not be any
such procedures: Min add a requitement
that the patient be informed of alterna-
tives it be is unable or refuses to continue
as a research subject; and (AU) that pa-
tients be informed of the consequences
slt6Wd the research fall.

The recommendations having been
duly considered It is concluded that sug-
gested changes (I) thrtugh MI should
be incorporated into Lie regulations with
some editorial chances, particularly
elimination of the phrase "to his future
care" from the addition suggested in ten
above. Peeludice could extend to other
matters such as reimbursement of ex-
penses, compensation, employment sta-
tus. etc. The rentainimerecommendations
(v-viin are considered for the most part
redundant and additional changes ap-
pear unnecessary,

These conclusions are reflected in
1 40.3. Definitions of certain additional
terms have been included p required by
changes made elsewhere in this part,

D. With regard to the submission of
aesurancws, criticisms were voiced con-
cerning the requirement that the orga-
libation report to DREW any emergent
problems. Respondents emphasized that
the term "emergent problems" was Vague
and, it strictly interpreted, could lead to
enormous amounts of unneeesearY Da-
Demotic at great cost both to the organi-
zation and to the DREW, Respondents'
were also Critical of the reoultement for
"Immediate notification" and questioned
the value of such data

These comments having .been'cotteld-
Med, it is concluded that they have some
meritt. The requirement has been Medi-

ae, tefe
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review and approval after submission to
DREW provided that each certification
is received by DREW no later than 90
days following the deadline for winds the
proposal was submitted, or, U no dead-
line Is spanned, 30 den following the
submission date of the proposal. Organi-
sations not having a significant number
of concurrent DREW-supported
ties must submit a special assurance and
certification of review And Approval to
DREW within 30 days of the date of a
letter requesting such submission.

IC. With regard to the section on pro-
pails lacking definite plans for involve-
meat of human subjects, a majority of
renondents objected to the provision
calling for submission of completed plans
to DREW for its crier review and ap-
proval. Commentators pointed out the
problems inherent in delay in the Una*
mentetion of short-term projects, and
the problems to be encountered 1w
DREW In providing animate review
such projects on a demand basis. Sug-
gestions Included: in a requirement for
!pentanes' review without submission
to DREW; Mt review with notification
to DREW; and inn review and sands-
Mon of plans to DREW. such plans to be
implemented U no DREW objections
were interposed within 30 days of sub-
mission.

These comments having been con-
sidered, it le concluded that the proposed
requirement for DREW review of final
stage plans for previously reviewed and
areinved ropos is imPrutical and
untanglep. Section

als
48.13 has been re.

written to require institutional review
and approval, and for certification of
such action to DREW prior to involve-
ment of human subjects,

L. Comments on the requirements for
°rex:nations! and DREW review of pro-
posed plans to involve human subjects in
activities initially funded 'with the
understanding that human subjects
would not be Involved, were similar to
those described In the preceding pars-
grabs. Again, respondents objected that
the requirement for DREW review woad
unnecessarily delay research, create un-
necessary paperwork, and create sub-
stantial fiscal and administrative bur-
dens. Suggestions were made for sub-
mission of.plans to DREW, such plans
to be nalemented if no DREW oblec-
!ions were Interposed within 90 days of
submission.

These comments, having been con-
sidered, the Department Mee no viable
alternative to the rules as proposed,
Where the DREW IS aware of the Intent
to involve human subleots, as In the type
of proposal described In 148.13, it can
take into consideration the Probable
tit: ttta of the Involvement and the prob.
able Paw And benefits to the subjects. If
neentary 'it may acquire additional in-
formation prior to review, or make any
such approval contingent on submission
of nal stage plans. These opportunities
are not available to DREW U it Is not
informed In advance of potential in-
volvement of human subjects,

No changes have been made in I 0.14.

M. In order to emphasise the Sara
tars authority to conduct further
evaluation of proposed activities involv-
ing human subjects and to disapprove,
defer, or apron proposals, and to
Impose co:Winkle on such approvals.
14040 has been inserted. The language
of this section Is consistent with current
Policy In DREW Grants Administration
Manual Chapter 1-40.

N. Comments on the maned matte-
Nom governing cooperative Whit e.
wore In frequent conflict. Alternative
euggestions Included: in changes mak-
ing It possible for a prime contractor or
grantee to assume all responsibility for
the conduct of work by cooperating or-
genlanons, UN alums which would
eliminate al responsibility by the prime
contractor or grantee for work done by
cooperating organisations, WO changes
which would discourage any requirement
fo lantana for sentence by Coop-
egur organisations, lir) lnelusin of
icilluqk !Inning a Pane contractor or
son.tee responsibility for work Per
formed by a subcontraetor, (v) inclusion
of Waage spelling out the Instruments
and doeumotts to be provided by the
cooperating oranisation, iva
time of any requirement that) re-
quire a domestic contractor or grantee to
be aware of local laws and Community
attitudes In foreign countries.

The Department having reviewed
these comments, concludes that these
often conflicting suggestions fall to pro.
vide any better alternatives than the
regulations as proposed. There appears

gutting
to be no reasonable alternative to re

the
astonsible

pr a
safengutarradcintog r tthoe

remain

and welter* of subjects, either dinette
under the provision tans own assurance,
cr through the mechanisms provided by
assurances submitted by cooperating
'animations. The proposed regulations
permit a contractor Or grantee some
flexibility to meet the requirements of
the

opao tmeungnd 4u1e
are n-

0, Rontlithenta for the submission of
Investigational new drug (MD) numbers
prior to issuance of an an award were
criticised on several counts. One re-
spondent felt that the regulations would
make It &Moult U not Impossible to ob-
tain DREW support for studies tufty
to the development ot a new drug, Not
all compounds !nuking INDIs are gut-.
tual drugs under development, but are
entinoYed for other anon% Another
respondent mated out that the Peal-
nent FDA regulations al CFR 130.3(a)
(a)) make no reference to the IND
number but require a 30day delay Pe-
Nod prior to use Of drugs In human
saints.

These comments having been consid-
ered, the Department agrees that refer.
Mee to the IND number should be
replaced by reference to the FDA 30-
day delay requirement. The Department
does not agree that a reouirement for
submiseion Of Identification on INVe
would anise undue delay In studies Pre-
limners/ to submission of an IND nem*.

Lion, since such ann.s are necessarily
conducted in animal species. Seaton
40.18 has been altered anadingly,

P. With regard to retention of records,
several respondents pointed out conflict
between the proposed. requiremena for
retention of records and recently pub.
netted DREW Administration pt Grant
regulations NO CFR '141, Otlar com-
ments reflected concern over the ten-
fidentialitY of information which would
be subject to DREW inspearin.

The Department, Laving reviewed
these comments, concludes that the rec.
ord retention and Inspection realm
Mints contained herein are redundant
and should be deleted, A Provision con
corning confidentiality has been added.
The appropriate changes have been
in 149.10.

Q, Continents on the proposed sanc-
tions for noncompliance with navielone
of this part focused on two issues: in the
absence of provisions for due proms In
the insposnon of sanctions and, ats.
parent intervention by DREW In the
employer employee relationship In two
posing to determine that an individual
was no longer eligible to serve in the
tenacity of a principal Investigator or In
any sinner capacity with respect to A
DREW grant or contract. Reference was
made to clause 21 of the Mensal Pro-
visions for Negotiated Cost-Reintburse-
runt Type Contracts 0" CREW 3151'
which provides that "the Metre/nor
agrees to assign (named personnel)
to the porformalice of wOrl under this
contract; and shall not remove or replace
Any of them 0."

The Department has considered these
comments and has concluded that, as-
Clone under 48.21(1), which refers to
intnable grant and procurement mu.
aliens, world be saint to due Process as
provided for in these regulations. Sea-
lions 48.21 (10 and (0) have been deleted,
however, and replaced with a new provi-
sion which simply allows the Secretary to
take Into consideration past deficienael
of an institution or Investigator, with
regard to the protection of human sub.
jets, In evaluating subsequent applies.
lions from that institution Or Involving
that invatigator. While It would all=
from review of clause 21 of HEW 31
it does not prevent the Department from
effecting the removal of personnel frees
Ottomans. of work under a DREW
content, it is agreed 'hilt the renonsible
aganturtion should be a party to the
notification And conference procedures
necessary to the mining of any such
decision.

R. Several respondents suggested sig-
nificant additions to the policy %provide
among other. matters Or (1) the nab-
lahment of a National Commission to
undertake a comprehensive Investigation
and Mai to denim/ tr4 ethical Wu.
dales and 'Melina Mould goo
ern Momenta and behavioral research,
NO a conscience cane, Prohibiting
among Other natters, dleorimination In
the enusloyment of ners011e who, beentese
of religion beliefs or morel convictions,
Peservice r refuse to perform a research
or aetivitY Prohibited by the en-

,
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thy on the basis of religious beliefs or
moral conviction, and (111) providing
for the regulation of unapproved uses of
approved drugs.

It is concluded that these Suggestions
would require changes not properly with-
in the scope of these regulations and, In
the case of regulation of unapproved
uses of approved drugs, ate the subject
of regulations proposed as 37 FR 10603
on August 16, 1073,

S. Addition to the regulations of sec-
tion of "Evaluation and disposition of
assurances" has made unnecessary en
earlier section .on "implementation and
revision of assurances." Similitr13% WM*
ance of 46 CFR 74 bee made mummery
the earlier section entitled "Withholding
of funds."

Effective date. This part shall become
effectivi, on Jul, 1, 1014; Provided, how-
ever, That with respect to VfoilltMa ad.
ministered by the °Mee of Education
and the National Institute of Education,
this part shall become effective upon
adoption or implementation in regUla
tions bunted bit, respectively, the Com-
missioner of Education and the Director
of the National /natante of Education,
with the approval of the Secretary of
Health, Education, and Welfare.

Dated: May 22,1014,
Carina W. %Yunnan,

neretarg,
Accordingly, Subtitle RegulationsTitle 46 of

the Code of Federal Regulations Is
amended by adding a new Part 40, as
follows:
see.

t npp4eabuity..
9 Pot

446 Definitions.,
46.4 Submisalua fif apeuranoes.
eta Type* or rasurances,
46.6 blinhothn requirements for general

assurness.
46.7 Minimum requirements tor specie as.

sureness,
46A XvidustIon e6d dispoaltion of 116Atli

4110114.

0E0 ObligstIon to obtain informell eon.
sent; prohibition ot setileatort
Maws.

46.10 Documentation of Informed consent.
44.11 Cattileation, general aiwuranCes.
min cermemenon, special amurstices.
44.13 Propoelia taeklag definite for

Involvement of human sub te.
48.14 Provides submitted with t a intent

01061 limiting human subject*.
46.16 Valuation Lid diepositiod of mores.

am
40.18 cooperethe activities.
46.17 Investigational new drug 30day delay

requirement.
40.18 ornnuations amounte rotiOrteibil.

ity,
46.10 Organisationt Words: igntlidentlitt

sty.
4690 teporte.
44.21 Many terntituttion of awards: evalUlo

lion of stibeettuent *epigenetic
46.22 conditions,

Atrriloarrr: 6 mac. SOL

1146.1 Ay/likability.
IA) The reiniatietts in this Part are

eprelenble to all Departmeht of Health,
Education, and Welfare kftWid and con.
tracts supporting research, development,
and related activities in which human
subjects are intent&

ROW
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(b) The Secretary may, from time to
time, determine hi advance whether
specific programs, methods, . or nue.
dun* to which this Pert 111 applicable
place eubjeots at risk, as cleaned in 1 40.3
(b), such determinations will be pub.
tithed as notices In the FOIL% 82011Tga

and pall
be Included in an appendix to

this .

46.2 Polley,
(a) Safeguarding the rights 'and wel-

fare of subjects at risk in activities sup-
Ported under grante and contracts front
DREW is primarily the responsibility of
theeirganizetion which receives or is an.
countable to DREW for the funds
awarded for the support of the activity,
In order to provide for the adequate die.
charge of this organisational respond.
nifty, it is the policy of DREW that no
activity involving human subjects to be
supported by DREW grants or -contracts
shall be undertaken unless a committee
or the organization has reviewed and ap.
Proved such activity, end the organiza-
tion has submittgd to DREW a certlfl.
cation of such review and approval, In ac-
cordance with the requirements of this
Part.

(b) Thu review shell determine
whether these subjects will be placed at
risk. and, if risk is involved. whether: ,

(i ) The risks to the subject are BO
outweighed by the sum of the benefit to
the subJeot and the importance of the
knowledge, to be gained as to warrant
a decision to allow the subject to accept
these risks;

(2) the rights and welfare of any such
sun eats will be adequately protected;

13) legally effective informed consent
will be obtained by adequate end apps
prime methods in accordance with the
provisions of title part; and

(4) the conduct of the activity will be
reviewed at timely intervals.

(e) No grant or contrast Involving hu.
Man subjects M risk shall be made to an
individual unless he is effillated with or
sponsored by an organization which can
and does assume responsibility for the
subjects involved.
646.3 Definitions. -

(a) "Organization" means any public
or private Institution or agency (include
ins Federal, sate, and total government
agencies).

(b) "Subject at risk" means any indi-
viduai who may be exposed to the D00..
sliding of injury, including PhYdeal,
psychological, or social injury, as n con-
sequence Of participation as a subject In
any research, development. Or related ac.
Wily which departalrom the application
of Mode established and accepted meth-
Oda necessary to meet his needs, or which
increases the ordinary risks of daily life,
including the recognissd risks inherent
in a chosen occupation or field of service.

(a) "Informed consent" rneane the
knowing consent of en individual or his
legally authorized representative, so
situated as to be able to exercise free
pewee of choice without undue induce.
went or any element of force, fraud,
deceit, dunes, or other form of constraint
Or coerelOtt. The basic elements of M.
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formation necessary to such consent In.
elude:

(1) A fair explanation of the. pm..
dures to be followed, and their purposes,
Including identification of any proce
aunts which are experimental:

(2) a description of any Attendant
comforts and risks reasonably to be ex-
(3)pected;a description of any benefits reit-
suable to be expected;

(4) a disclosure of any appropriate al-
ternative procedures that might be ad-
vantageous for the subieet:

(6) en offer to answer any Inquiries
concerning the procedures: and

(6) en instruction that the person is
free to withdratv his consent and to die.
continue participation in the project or
activity at any time without prejudide to
the subject. ,

(d) "Secretary" urbane theijecretarY
of Health, Education, and Welfare or any
other cam or employee of the Depart.
meta of Health, Education, attd Welfare
Co whom authority has Welt delegated.

(e) '!DREW" means the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare.

(f) "Approved sentence" means a
document that Ninths the requirements
Of this part and is approved by the See.

(g) "Certification"' means the °Metal
organizational notification to DMW. .in
Accordance with the requirements et mil
Port that a project or activity-Involving
human subjects at rick has been reviewed
and approved by the organisation in ars.
cords/ice with the "approved sentence"
on file at DREW.

(10 "Legally authorised rePrisente,
live" Means an Individual or Judicial or
ether body authorized tinder applicable
law to consent on beltali of a PrO8P60t1213
dubjectto such subject's participation In
the particular activity or procedUrn
S 46.4 Submission of asuranees,

(a)' Recipients or prospective recipi-
ents of DEW support under a grant or
contract involving subJects at risk shall
provide written assurance acceptable to
DREW that they will comply with
DREW policy as set forth In this part.
Each assurance shall embody a state-
ment of compliance witlaDIUSW r0Q111f6,
melds to!. initial and continuing commit.
tee review of the supported activities;
set of innlementing gulde,nnea, Including
identification of the committee and a
description of its review procedures: or,
in the case of special assurances con-
cerned with tingle activities or projects,
a report of initial An of the com-
mittee andOf its pro Continuing re.
Mew procedures.

1b) Such Wiener) shall be executed
by an individual authorind to act for the
organization sod to ammions behalf of
the organisation the obliga imposed
by USA part, and shall be filed in such
form and manner as the Secretary may
reqlthe.
e 46.3 Trete of atettrancei,

(a) Missend anitrantea, A general
assurance describes the review and int.
Plententatlon Procedures applicable to all
DREW.stipported fuStivities conducted by

10, 1074
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the nwn. Ci) No iouheioZ a ecenmittee shin
be In

aeticlpated
Js1cmpooenss

usurancei
tovolvad aithex the initielor ecu.

tInulng review OS is .cuvitr In wltloh be
sublarla oro
such pxobma Ineluding adverse re

Itlons hey. Isis a cossflWla* Isdeess?, exeept to Pros solicits tobIo1olca1s, dyuj,, radioIsotope
conoucrent 1145 foesnatlon reqneeted hi the seen. labelLed druee. or Ia medical ddvlcee are

acUviUcs miller. psumpus rspo*d
(4) No cocimittee. shalt consist en CD Xstdoite it what Urns Intervile

special as. tirely OS persona ho are oDcsrs, em. the COutOrtIttee IlU meet to provide 5cr
e thosore. .ployees, or agents, of, or are otherwise .contlnutnz review. auth review must
e4ura ap. associated with the orginisollon, apart occuc ito isos then astnusflJ. -

piolect. A ftOtfl thOif 1btflblP 015 $110 commit. 468 EvalsiitIoe aid dkpc.hlon ofsolicited or
thu- tee.

.. oiuttitte
Sfl flit _k_E&s..a 1.. --

u.s on me witu nw an approvea 55fl. urvq cc psesnoers ore angie proresassois
ecu assurance.

t'beouerurn of the commIttee shall44.6 iUab.eis esqidressene. fot, son bUt mis In no event be lassseal sNs5sS5ss.
Oaierel assurancas shell be eflbmltted duly convened to carry out the commit..

In such teem and,manner as the necre. tees respcstsIbUtUes tmder the terms ot

ppnesupsroeqe DWLWPolicy or ap
pocuisa tiw

Cb) A eosns1ttee or cocisnillee strue.
tore which lU conduct tnittei and con.

nhstng i'e,lerg In secordanoe with liii
volley outlined nI 45.3, 8u0h committee
structure or committee shall meet tbp

must

MIlls

44.7 MMlasess raquiceisseist. fir spe.
clii .ssvrsnees.

8pecIsl assurances ebsl be submitted
In such form and msamey is the 8eere.
levy may require. An scceptabie specie!

. $ 46.9 Ohflgatlon to 41aM Informeil
-Ca) Identity the epeoldo scant or con. Nastiti pvlt$i4iloit of. ixettIpetory

fr.._M ,i,ni,.A I.. 04. ..,.mk.,. 44 fr......

in ap.

thitt*ki $44.10 Doewsse.aslatl.sI of tzttoonicd
eosssnt.

nay ra' rapoetang to ute somnisuse or propoeca
changes to the adUvity and of easy cit.
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the must be given adequate opporturatil
to read It. This document is to be signed
by the subject or his legally aut horised
representative. Semple copies of the
consent form as approved by the com-
mittee are to be retained in its records.

(b) Provision of a "short form" writ
ten consent document indicating that
the belio elements of Informed consent
have been weeded orally to the sub-
leot or his legally authorized representa-
tive. Written summaries of what is to be
said to the patient are to be approved by
the committee. The short form is to be
signed by the subjed or his legally au-
thorized representative and by an auditor
witness to the oral meditation and to
the subject's signature. A copy of the
approved summary, annotated to show
any additions, is to be signed bY the Per-
sees ofOcially obtaining the consent and
by the auditor witness. Sample copies of
the consent form and of the summaries
as approved by the committee are to be
retained in 04 records. _

(0) Modification of either of the Pri-
mary procedures outlined Pt paragraphs
tat and 03) of this section. ()ranting of
permission to use modified procedures
imposes additional responsibility upon
the review committee and the organisa-
tion to establith: (2) that the risk to
any subject is minimal, (2) that use of
either of the primary procedures for
obtaining informed consent would surely
invalidate objectives of considerable im-

' mediate importance, and (3) that any
reasonable alternative means for attain-
ing theft obientivas would be leas advan-
tageous to the subject.. The committee's
reasons for permitting the use of mods
fled medium must be individually and

ifically documented In the minutesspecifically
in reports of committee actions to

the Mes of the organiution. All such
modifications ahould be regularly reran.
/dared as a function of continuing re-
view and as required for ermual review,
with documentation of reaffirmation,
revision, or discontinuation, as aplocpri.
ate.
2 46.11. Certification, general awl,

emu.
(a) Timely review. Unless the. Seers.

tetra otherwise all PrOPosan in-
volvini human subjects submitted by
organisations having APProvid general
assurances duet be given review and,
when found to involve subject at nett ap-
prove!, prior to submission to DREW.
In the event the Secretary provides for
the performance of organizational re-
view of a proposal after its submission
to DREW processing of suds proposal by
DREW Will Under no cirownstances be
completed until such organisational re-
view and approval had been ,e.

hutueeaanInSUblec area
nitinnetio determines tha
n vo v , the

proposal or application should be ap
ProPriately certifted in the spaces pro.
vided.on ferule or one of the following
certifications, as appropriate, shoidd be
typed on the lower or right hand margin
of the page luring the frame of an of.
field authrrired to sign or execute *P

Orations or proposals for the organism.
uou.
Iron= sueirwtes Vortenut, Not at tusk,

(da1.4
Human Si nieotet Whited. At MA. Ap

proved
triete)

(b) Pro osals not certlfied. Proposals
not Propel certified, or submitted as
not involving human subjects and found

Omane operating agency to involve hu-
subjecte, will be returned to the or

ganicittion concerned.
9 46.12 Certification, special ineuranees,

(a) An Applicant organisation not
having on file with DREW an approved
general assurance must submit for each
application or proposatinvolving human
subjects a separate titteetal assurance and
certification of its review and approval,

(b) Such assuranco and certification
must be submitted within time limi.
as the Secretary mu specify.

such
An assur-

ance and certification prepared in ac-
cordance with this part and approved by
DREW shall be considered to have met
the requirement for certification for the
initial grant or contract period con-
cerned. If the terms of the grant or con-
tract recommend additional support
periods. certification shall be provided
by the organisation with applications for
continuation or renewal of support in the

manner prescribed in 146.11(a).
9 46.13 Proposals lacking definite plans

foe involvement of, human subjects.
Certain times of pummels are sub-

mitted with the knowledge that objects
are to be involved within the support
period,. but definite piens for this in-
volvement would not normally be set
forth In the proposal. These include such
activities as (a) Institutional t .° puts
where selection of projects is the re-
sponsibility of the institution, (b) train.
Mg grants where training projects red
main to be selected, and (c) ,research,
Pilot, or developmehtel studimin which
involvement depends upon such things
as the completion of instruments, or of
prior animal studies, or upon the purill-
ration of compounde. Such proposals
shall be reviewed and certified In the
same manner as more definitive pro.
Vomit The initial certification indicates
organizational approval of the apace-
Um/ as submitted, and Commits the
organization to later review of the pleats,
when completed. Such later review and
certificatioo to the DREW should be
completed prior to the beiritilthig of the
budget period during which aetual in
volvement of humen subjects is to begin.
Review and certification to the DREW
must in any event be completed prior to
involvenient of humeri subjects.

9 46.14 Proposala submitted with the In.
tent of not involving human subjects.,

If a propOsal does not anticipate In-
*lying or intend to involve human sub-
jects, no tertification should be Included
with the !ninel subnileliOn of the pro-
posal In those Instanced, however, when

18919

later it becomes appropriate to use all
or part of awarded funds for one or more
Activities which will Involve eubjeols,
each such activity shall be reviewed and
approved In accordance with the assur-
ance of the organisation prior to the in-
volvement of subjects. In addition, no
such activity. shall be understaken until
the orgenleation has submitted to
DREW: (a) a certification that the ac-
tivity hose been reviewed and approved in
accordance with tads Pert end (10 a de-
tailed description of the mooed activity
(including any protocol or similar docu-
ment) Also, where support is provtded by
project grants or contrasts,subjects shall
not be involved prior to certification and
organisational receipt of 1l1EW ap-
proval andan the case of contract., prior
to negotiation and approval of an
amended contract deuription of work.

46.13 Evaluation and disposli(on of
proposals,

(a) Notwithstanding any prior re-
view, approval, and certification by, the
organisation, an grant and contract Oro-
Praia involving human subjects at risk
submitted to the DREW shall be evalu-
ated by the Secretary for compliance
with this part through such °Mors and
employees of the Department and such
experts or consultants engaged for this
purpose as he determines to be appro-
priate. This evaluation may take into ac-
count, among other pertinent factors, the
apparent Mn to the aUbjecte, the Ade-

ray of protectiOn against these risks,
the potential benefits of the activity to
the subjects and to other.; and the im.
portend/ of the Imowledge to be gained.

(b) Dispontion. Ofi the bads orjlis
evaluation of an application pursuant to
paragraph (a) of this Motion and sub-
ject to such approval or ?mainlands-
non by or consultation with appropriate
councils, committees, or ether wits as
may be requited by lewothe Secretary
shall (1) approve, ..(2) 'defer for further
evaluation, or (3) dutapprove support Of
the proposed activity In whole or In
part. With roped to any approved grant
or contract, the Secretary may impose
conditions, including weetrictions on the
use of certain procedures, or certain
subieot groups, or retailing use of sped-
fled &lifeguards Or intsmed consent pro
oedurea when in his jidgmont such con-
ditions are netientell for the proteotion
of human subjects.

1 46.16 cooptrifilre attriltei.
Cooperative setivit:

in
art thole which

involve organisation* in addition to the
grantee or prime contractor fetich as a
contractor Wider ,a itrintee or a atib
contractor under R min* contraoton ,
If, in such instate& the grantee or
prime Conned& eyelike settee to all
or game of the sUbjeda involved through
one or mete codoermine tagefileatiOne,
the baste DREW pal applies and the
grantee or prime &Abettor renidna re-
sponsible for aateguo.rdlna the rights
end welfare of the subjects.

(a) Orgoolaanots teeth approved gen.
umps. InItiel and oditintdogde

review
my

the obrgrailertiOn they be Car,
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,

vied out by one or a combination of
procedures:

(t) Cooperating °faint:Mien with sp-
Preyed Mall oesurance. When the
coopereting organisAtiOn lias on Ale with
DREW an seemed general assurance,
the grantee or contractor mar, in addle
hen to Its own review. request the coop-
4rating eradiation to conduct an in-
dependent review and to report Its roe-
oweendations on those aspecta of the
activity that concern individuate for
Whops the coopecelliut orgentiation has
ruponsibilit/ under Its owls assurance to
the grantee's or contrieter's committee.
Te grantee or coutractor may, at he
discretion, concur with or further re-
strict tbq recomnsendationa of the co-
operating organisation. It is the raison-
ability of the grantee or contractor to
maintain ocahnutiketion with the com-
mittees of the cooperating organization.
lloWevre. the cooperating organization
shall promptly notify the grantee or con-
tracting emulation whenever the
cooperating organisation finds the con-
duct of the Pullet or activity within its
purview unsatisfactory.

(b) Cooperating organisation with no
"permed general assurance. When tae
cooperating orguisation does not have
an approved gen net assurance on Ale
with DREW, the DREW may require the
faibinlision of 6 general or special moue-
ante which, if approved, Mil permit the
grantee or contractor to follow thi pro-
Cedure Whined in the,preeeding sub.
FluesrePh.

Interorganhational joint review.
The grantee or Untroohng
lion may wish to develop an agreement
with cooperating enfant:Athens to pro-
tido for a review committee with ND-
resentahvea from Oooperating Manisa.
Noes. Representatives of cooperating Or
ganhatiows may be anointed es ad hoe
members of the grantee or contracting
organization's existing review commit-
tee or. It cooperation is on a frequent
or continuing basis as between a med-
lea school and a group of afallated hos-
citas, appointments for extended Pe-
dods may be made. All such cooperative
arrangements must be approved by
DREW as part of a general assurance, or
as An amendment to a general wartime.

(b) Organizations with special army.
mica. While responsibility for initial
and continuing review necessarily lies
with the grantee or contracting maul-
tation. DREW miy also reOUire AP-
Moved 'asaurancee from those cooperat-

Wty
ing organisatifor ons hiving immediate re-

- etwileib.
If the cooperating organization has on
file with DREW an approved general u-
avarice, the grantee or contractor shall
Mutat the cooperating organisation to
conduct Its own independent review of
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those aspects of the project or activity
which will in volve human subjects for
which it has responsibility. Such a re-
quest shall be in writing and should pro.
vide for direct notification at the
grantee's or ocatrutor's committee in
the event that the cooperating Manisa-
tion's committee aside the conduct the
activity to be unsatisfactory. U the
cooperating Organisation does not have
an approved general assurance on file
with DREW, It must submit to DREW*
general or special assurance which is de-
termbied by DREW to comity with the
provisions of this part.

46.17 Invoilitaiiontal new drug 30Wer
steley requiremen.

Where an organisation is required to
Prepare or to submit a certincation under
11 40,11, 40.12.'40.13, or 48,14 and the
proposal involves an investigational new
drug within the meaning of The Food,
Drum and Cosmetic Act. the drug _shall
be Weighted in the certification toirliur
with a statement that the 30-day delay
required by 21 CPR 1303(042) his
elapsed and the Food and Drug Admin.
titration has not, prior to expiration of
such 30-day interval, tiqueeted that the
=trcontinue to withhold or to re-

ee of the drug In human subjects:
or that the rood and Drug Adminlitra-
tic% has waived the 30-du delay require-
ment: provided. however, that in those
cases in which the 30-day delay interval
has neither expired nor been waived; a
statement shall,be forwarded to DREW
upon such expiration or upon receipt of a
waiver. No certification shall be con-
sidered acceptable until such statement
has been received.
Vail Ortinisation'i meagre ra

Vonsienity.
itoscific executive functions to be con-

ducted by the organisation include policy
development and Proinagatim and con-
tinuing indoctrination of personnel. Ap-
propriate Administrative assistanee add
support shall be provided for the commit-
tee'. function". Implementation of the
committee's recommendation' throUgh
Appropriate administrative action and
falai/up is a condition of DREW ap-
proval at an assurance. Committee ripp
prorate. favorable actions, and recom-
mendations are subject to review and to
disapprovAl or further restriction hy the
organisation officials. committee die-
approvali, restrictions, or conditions

CattlioS be rescinded or removed except by
action of a committee described in the
assurance approved by DREW.
I 4649 OrgaskalloaS reeordsi Md.

(a) Copies of all documents presented
or'reqihred for Initial and continuing re-
view by the urganisation's review Com-
mittee, such as committee minutes, reo-

ords of subject's consent, trittals on
actions, Instructions and conditions re
fluffing from connive* deliberations r.d-
dressed to the activity dIredor, are to be
mimed by the organisation, subject lo
the terms and conditions of grant and
contract awards,

(b) *wept as otherwise provided by
law information to the records or poi-
session of an organisation acquired In
connection with an activity covered by
this part, width information refers to or
can be identified with a particular sub- .
Jog may not he disclosed except:

(11 with the consent of the subject or
his legally authorised representative

(2) as may be necessary for the Sec-
retary to carry out his responsibilities,
under this part,
ff 4640 Repots.

Seth. organisetion with an et/Proved
assurance /hail provide the Secretary
with such reports and other Information
as the EU ,iretefy may from time to time
Prescribe,

46,21 Early teroshualon of swards;
emanation of lagnaluept applies.
thus.

(a) MAU the Judge-sent Of the Beare-
tary an organisation hie filled materi-

to comply with the Wane of thisally
Policy with respect to &particular DREW
grant or contract, be mei require that
said grant or contract be terminated or
suspended In the manner Prescribed In

_applicable grant or procurement regula-
tions.

(b) In evaittatbalr proposals or Val-
OSUMI for support Of activities covered
by this Mk the Secretary may take into
account. In addition to all other eligi
bility requirements and program criteria.
such factors as: co whether the offeror
or applicant has been subject to a termi-
nation or suspension under paragraph
(a) of this section. (3) whether the of-
feror or applicant or the pluton who
would direct the scientific and technical
aspects of an ghats( has In the Judg-
ment of the Secretary failed materially
to discharge his, her, or its responsibility
for the protection of the rights and web.
fare of outdate in his, her. or Its care
(whether or not DREW funds were in-
volved), and (3) whether, where past de-
&lades have existed In Weal:zaftig
such responsibility, adequate steps have
In the Judgment of the Secretary been
taken to eliminate ibese defielencied,
146.22 Csoditiona

The Secretary may with respect to any
grant or contract or any elms of grants
or, contracts impose additional condi-
tions prior to or at the time of any award
when In tale itidgment such conditions
are need:airy for the protection of hu
man subjects.

Doo34-12200 iota (1-21-14:4146 marl
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Exc EttliTs PRos' TUE It EeeltT DP THE Tusi:KoEF: ST1,111135 STUDY AD Hoc ADvisoltY
PANEL

Report On Charge III

To: 'rho Assistant Secretary for Health.
From : Tuskegee Syphilis Study Ad Hoe Advisory Panel.
Topic Final report on charge III.

(This report was prepared hy the Subcommittee on Charge III (Jny Katz,
K).. chairomn, Ronnid 11. Brown, J.D., Seward thither. and Fred
Speaker, The subcommittee chairman wishes to thank his research assist-
ant. Stephen II. Olielanan, n third year law student at tale University, for his
valuable contributions to this report. Special thanks go also to Dr, Rohert C.
Backus, Mrs. Bernice M. Lee and Ms. Jackie Eagle who in many ways facilitated
the work of the sithemuoilt tee, )

1. INTRODUCTION

In his third charge to the Tuskegee Syphilis Study Ad Hoc l,Advisory Pane
Dr. Merlin K. liuVal, the HEW Assistant Secretary for Health and Scientific
Affairs, has asked us to determine whether existing policies to protect the rights
of patients participating in livnIth research conducted nr supported by the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare are adequate and effective and
to recommend, improvements in these policies, it' needed.

Our response to this charge, embodied in this report, should not be viewed
simply as a reaction to a single ethically objectionable research project. For
the Tuskegee Syphilis Sillily, despite its widesprend publicity was not an iso-
lated phenomenon. We believe that the revelations from Macon County merely
broughl to the surface once again the unresolved problems which have long
plagued medical research activities. Indeed, we hasten to add that although we
refer in this report almost exclusively to physicians and to biomedical investi-
gations, the issues we 'explore also arise in the context of nonmedien1 investi-
gations with human beings, conducted by psychologists, sociologists, educators,
lawyers and others. The scope of the PHEW Policy on Protection of Huninn
Subjects, broadened its 1971 to etwompass such research, attests to the increas-
ing significance of non-medien1 investigations with Immo beings.

Our initial determination that the protection of human research subjects is
a current and widesprend problem should not be surprising, especinily in light
of the recent Congressional hearings and hills focusing on the regulation of
experimentation. In the past decnde the press has publicized and debated n
number Of experiments which raised ethical questions: for example, the injec-
tion of cancer cells into !wed patients nt the Jewish Chronic Disease Hospital
in Brooklyn, the deliberite infection of mentnily retnrded children with hepa-
titis at. Willowbrook, the development of henrt trnnsphintntion techniques, the
enormous ann.oni- of drug resenreh conducted in American prisons, the whole-
body irradiation trentment of cancer patients at the University of Citrinnati,
the advent. and spread of "psychosurgery," and the Tuskegee Syphilis Study
itself.

With so tunny dramatic projects coming to the attention of the general pub-
lie, more must lie bouenth the soignee. Evidence for this ton has been forth-
coining. In DWI, tor, Henry ii. ilvecher. the eminent Dore Professor of Research
in Anesthesia at the ITurvard Medical SChool, charged in the prestigious New
Enginnd journal of Medicine that "many of the pntients (used in exneriments
which Dr. Beecher investigated and reported) never had the risk sntisfnetorily
explained to them. and . further hundreds have not known Hint they were
the subjects of all experiment although grave consequences have been suffered
as the direct result ."' Dr, Beecher comonded that "Unethieni or flutist-ion-
ably Oldenl proeedures are not oneommon." Quite recently this charge has
been eorroborated by the sociologist Bernard Tin rher and his nssorintes, who
interviewed biomedical resettrehers abnut their own respareli Dtactires.3 Dectpite
the expected tendency of rose:welters to minimize ethical problems its their own

t (111(1 ellsletif Um:Parch." 974 Nett' ,T. Atcri. (1D04).
/hid p. 1355,
1thelliw, 1,.i rob on Itionon Nuldertn: 1)ro1,1etnn of

Roviot Control in ltettient 1.:.eperimenlallon Otosgell routiclittIon 1973) Illerelfilfter,
itober it a1.).
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work, Barber et al. were nub to conclude that "while the large majority of
our samples of biomedical researchers seems to hold and live up to high ethical
standards, a significant majority may not,"'

The problem of ethical experimentation is the product of the unresolved
conflict between two strongly held values: the dignity and integrity of the

and the freedom of scientific inquiry. Professionals of many disci
Alines, and researchers especially, exercise unexamined discretion to intervene
in the lives of their subjects for the sake of scientific progress. Although ex-
posure to needless harm and neglect of the duty to obtain the subject's consent
have generally been frowned upon In theory, the infliction of unnecessary harm
and infringements on informed consent are frequently accepted, in practice,
as the price to be paid for the advancement of knowledge, How have investigk
tors come to claim this sweeping prerogative? If the answer to this question is
that "society" has authorized professiormls to choose between scientific progress
and individual human dignity and welfare, should not "society" .retain some
control over the research enterprise? We agree with philosopher Hans Jonas
that "a slower progress in the conquest of disease wou'd not threaten society,
grievous as it is to those who have to deplore that their particular disease
be not yet conquered; but that society would indeed be threatened by the ero-
sion of those moral values whose loss, possibly caused by too ruthless a pursuit
of scientific progress, would make its most dazzling triumphs not worth having."'

We have, as will be seen, made far-reaching recommendations for change,
We do not propose these changes lightly. But throughout, in accordance with
our mandate, our concern has not been just to define the ethical issues, but also
to examine the structures and poticies thus far devised to deal with those is.
sum In urging greater societal involvement in the research enterprise, we
believe that the goal of scientific progress can be harmonized with the need to
assure the protection of human subjects,

II. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Evaluation of Current DHEW Policies for the Protection of Human Research
Subjcets

1. No uniform Departmental policy for the protection of research subjects
exists. Instead one policy governs "extramural' researchresearch supported
by MUM grants or contracts to Institutions outside the Federal Government
and conducted by private researchersand another policy governs "intramural"
researchresearch conducted by personnel of the Public Health Service, Fur-
thermore, Food and Drug Administration (FDA) ref:vial-ions promulgated to pro-
tect subjects in drug research, whether or not supported by DHlW or con-
ducted by the VHS, incorporate variations of their own. The lack of uniform-
ity in DIIEW poIlcies creates confusion, and denies some subjects the protec-
tion they deserve.

Moving to the next higher level. no uniform Federal policies exist for the pro
tertian of subjects in Government-sponsored research. Other agencies wholly
separate from DHEW most notably, the Department of Defensesupport or
conduct. human research, DITHW policies do not govern such research. Here
too. the Federal Government's failure to develop a uniform policy has been
detrimental to the welfare of research subjects.

2. Under current DTIFIW policies for the protection (,f research subjects, reg-
ulation of research practices is largely left to the biomedical professions. Since
the conduct of human experimentation raises important issues of social policy,
greater participation in decisionmaking by representatives of other professions
and of the general public is required,

3. The present reliance by DHI1W on the institutional review committee as
the primary mechanism for the protection of research subjects was an impor-
tant advance in the continuing effort to gnarnntee ethical experimentation,
Prior peer review of research protocols is a requirement which should be re-
tained,

4, The existing review committee system suffers from basic defects which
seriously undermine the accomplishment of the task assigned to the committees:

a. The governing standards promulgated by DIIFIW which are intended to
guide review committee decisions in specific cases are vague and overly general.

4 Barber, et at,, Ramat, footnote 3. at 52,
n ;toting, 'Philosophic:It Reflections on Experimenting with Human Subjects," 98

haedatag 210, 245 (1000).
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b. No provisions are made for the dissemination or publication of review
committee decisions. Their low level of visibility hampers efforts to evaluate
and learn from committee attempts to resolve the complex problems of human
research.

e. Although the informed consent of the research subject is one of the most
important requirements of research ethics, !MEW policies for obtaining con-
sent are poorly drafted and contain critical loopholes. As a result, one crucial
task of institutional review committeesthe implementation of the informed
consent requirementis commonly performed inadequately. In particular, con-
sent is far too often obtained in form alone and not in substance.

d. DHEW policies do not give sufficient attention to the pi otection of such
special research subjects as children, prisoners and the mentally incompetent.
The use of these subjects in human experimentations presents grave dangers of
abuse,

e, The obligation of institutional review committees to conduct continuing
review of research projects after their initial approval is undefined and as a
consequence often neglected.

f. Inefficient utilization of institutional review committees contributes to
their ineffectiveness. Committees are overburdened with a variety of separate
functions, and could operate best if their tasks were narrowly defined to en-
compass mainly the implementation of research policies adequately formulated
by others.

g. Effective procedures for enforcing DHEW policies, when those policies are
disregarded, have not been devised.

G. No policy for the compensation of research subjects harmed as a conse-
quence of their participation in research has been formulated, despite the fact
that no matter how careful investigators may be, unavoidable injury to a few
is the price society must pay for the privilege of engaging in research which
ultimately benefits the many. Remitting injured subjects to the uncertainties of
the law court is not a solution.
B. Polioy Recommendations

1. Congress should establish a permanent body with the authority to regu
late at least all Federally supported research involving human subjects, whether
it is conducted in intramural or extramural settings, or sponsored by DHEW
or other government agencies, such as the Department of Defense. Ideally, the
authority of this body should extend to all research activities, even those not
Federally supported. But such a proposal may raise major jurisdictional prob-
lems. The body could be called the National Human Investigation Board. The
Board should be independent of DHEW, for we do not believe that the agency
which both conducts a great deal of research itself and supports much of the
research flint is carried on elsewhere is in a position to carry out dispassionately
the functions we have in mind. The members of the Board should be appointed
from diverse professional and scientific diSciplines, and should include repre-
sentatives from the public at large.

2, The primary responsibility of the National Human Investigation Board
should be to formulate research policies, in much greater detail and with much
more clarity than is presently the case. The I3onrd must promulgate detailed
procedures to govern the implementation of its polices by institutional review
committees. It must niso promulgate procedures for the review of research
decisions and their consequences, In particular. this Board should establish
procedures for the publication of important institutional committee and Board
decisions. Publication of such decisions would permit their intensive study
both inside and outside the medical profession and would be a first sten tnwnrd
the case,by.case development of policies governing huninn experimentathm.
We regard such a development, annlognutt to the experience of the common
law, AS the hest hope for ultimately providing workable standards for the regu-
lation of the human exnerimentntion Procesh,

8. The National Human investigation Board should develon anneals Proce-
dures for the adjudication' of disagreements between investigators and the
institutional review committees.

4. The National Human investigation liontql should also develop a "no fault"
clinical research insurance pion to assure compensation for subjects harmed
!IA a result of their participation in research. Institutions which sponsor Fed-
erally supported research activities should be required to participate in such
a plan.
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5. With the establishment of adequate policy formulation and review mecha-
nisms, the structure and functions of the institutional review committees
should be altered to enhance the effectiveness of prior review, In place of the
amorphous institutional review committee as it now exists, we propose the
creation of an Institutional Human Investigation Committee (IHIC) with two
distinct subcommittees. The IHIC should be the direct link between the insti-
tution and the National Human Investigation Board, and should establish local
regulations consistent with national policies. The IHIC should also assume an
educational .role in its institutions, informing participants in the research
enterprise of their rights and obligations, The implementation of research
policies should be left to the two subcommittees of the IHIC:

a. A Protocol Review Group (PRG) should be responsible for ue prior
veview of research protocols. The PRG should be composed mainly of compe-
tent biomedical professionals.

b. A Subject Advisory Group (SAG) should be responsible for aiding subjects
in their decisionmaking ,-,:,_snever they request its services. Subject must be
made aware of the existence of the SAG. The primary concern of the SAG
should be with procedures for obtaining consent, and with the quality of
consents obtained. The SAG should be composed of both professionals and
laymen.

II!. DEVELOPMENT OP OURitENT DREW POLICIES

A. Historical Background
Experimentation with human beings is not a modern phenomenon; it dates

back to the beginning of recorded history. However, until the advent of
scientific medicine, "research" was largely conducted unsystematically in the
context of clinical practice which benefited, harmed, or did nothing to untold
patients. Indeed, harmful consequences most often accrued to countless patients
who were given treatments whose value had not been established by carefully
controlled clinical investigations .° Since the individuals involved in "research"
were generally also considered potential recipients of the knowledge gained,
few questions were raised about the propriety of these interventions by either
the medical or legal profession. As far as the medical profession was concerned,
the systematic use' of human beings for research purposes, a trend which began
in the late nineteenth century and has accelerated ever since, did not lead
until relatively recently to a sustained .exploration of the need to safeguard
research subjects. A notable tr:ception was Claude Bernard who in 1865 pub-
lished his influential An Introduction to the Study of Experimental Medicine,"
in which he not only demonstrated the need for experimentation on human
subjects but also began to formulate rules of ethical conduct.

Similarly the laW has had little to say about the rights of human subjects
in the research enterprise. Indeed prior to the nineteen-sixties, no specific
federal or state statutes regulated research institutions or investigators in
their use of human subjects for experimental purposes. Though beginning with
the English case of Shaer v. ilakpr and Stapleton' in 1767 and the American
case of Carpenter v. Blake' in 1871, courts were from time to time confronted
with the claim of experimentation in malpractice actions, the resulting opinions
evinced concern about "experimentation" but did not provide any meaningful
legal guidelines for investigators to follow. Perhaps the fact situations in these
cases, which often raised other important issues besides experimentation, pre-
cluded judges from speaking out more clearly on the legal limits to human
research. Through the first third of the twentieth century, the generally ac-
cepted loot rule seemed to he that a physician experimented "at his peril"
if his patients were harmed thereby." Eventually, the distinction between rash
human experitnentation and careful, scientific and ethical experimental practice
was acknowledged by the courts. In 1935, the Supreme Court of Michigan
stated in a malpractice case :

"We recognize the fact that it the general practice of medicine and surgery
is to progress, there !mist be a certain =mint of experimentation carried on ;

See, e.g., Modell, "Let Hach New Patient Be a Complete lixperienee," 174 3.A.M.A.
1717 (1900).

/ Bernard, An Introduction to the Study of Experimental Medicine, IL C. Greene(Tratist.) (Maetnillati, 1927),
8 95 kIng. Rep. 800 (1907).
D00 Barb. 488 (N.Y., 1871).
to See Curran, "Governmental Regulation of the Uge of Human Subjects in Medical

Research: The Approach of Two Federal Agencies," 98 Daedalus 542, 543 (1900).
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but such experiments must be done with the knowledge and consent of the
patient or those responsible for him and must not vary too radically from the
accepted method of procedure. ""

Although this dictum was a broad generalization, made in a therapeutic
context, and was not directed at nontherapeutic investigations, it signalled
the ascendency of a more balanced judicial attitude toward medical research
involving human beings.

This posture was sorely tested by the revelations of the horrifying atrocities
perpetrated under the Nazis by German physicians and scientists in the name
of clir.ical research." The disclosures at Nuremberg disturbed the medical com-
munity, and many physicians and research scientists called for worldwide
acceptance of ethical standards to assure the protection of subjects in bio-
medical research, However, the impact of their concern was blunted by the
cruelty of the concentration camp experinients which obscured the fundamental
fact that similar problems of research ethics, though not of the same magni-
tude, had characterized the research enterprise from its beginnings. Nonethe-
less, the trial of the Nazi physicians led the Military Tribunal to set forth
ten basic principles, the so-called Nuremberg Code," which must be observed
in human experimentation "in order to satisfy moral, ethical, and legal con
cepts." The following principles illustrate the nature of the Code:

1. The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential. . . .

2. The experiment should be such as to yield fruitful results for the good of
society, unprocurable by other methods of study, and not random and un-
necessary experiments in nature,

6. The degree of risk to be taken should never exceed that determined by
the humanitarian importance of the problem to be solved by the experiment,

The widely felt nee(' to supplement and modify the provisions of the Nurem-
berg Code led to the proliferation of other "improved" codes of research ethics.
The World Medical Association's Helsinki Declaration (1964)," the American
Medical Association's Ethical Guidelines for Clinical Investigation (1960"
and the draft code of the American Psychologicui Association (1972)1° are
three which have received the most attention.

The promulgation of such documents helped to focus attention on the ethical
problems inherent in research activities involving human subjects. However,
as the number of documents; increased their limitation become more evident
to concerned observers. As one of us has elsewhere remarked :

"The proliferation of such codes testifies to the difficulty of promulgating
a set of rules which do not immediately raise more questions than they
answer. By necessity these codes have to be succinctly worded and. being
devoid of commentary, their meaning is subject to a variety of interpretations.
Moreover, since they generally aspire to ideal practices, they invite judicious
and injudicious neglect. Consequently, as long as they remain unelaborated
tablets of exhortation, codes wilt at best have limited usefulness in guiding
the daily behavior of investigators." "

Furthermore, discrepancies between codes have helped to sow confusion.
Discussing the Helsinki Declaration and the A.M.A. Guidelines, Professors
Katz and Capron observed :

"The significant discrepancies between these two documents highlight the
need for mechanisms which would permit their reconciliation, . . . Unlike the
Helsinki Declaration, the AMA guidelines propose that i(in)inors or mentally
incompetent subjects may be used as subjects only if (t )he nature of the

"Fortner v, Koch. 272 Mich.. 273. 282: 281 N.W. 702. 788
it gPA Trials of War Criminals Before the. Nuremberg Military Tribunals, Volume* I

and II, The Medical Case. Washington. D.C.: 11,5, Government Printing Ofliee (1948).
For excerpts which Indicate the nature of the offences and the remitting judgments. see
Katy, BlIperimentation with Inman Beings, pp. 202-300 (RUssell Sage Foundation,
19721 (Hereinafter Katz).

"Nato, sum footnote 12, at 806.
" 271 N. Eng. 1. Med, 473 (190C.
16 American Medical Association, Operations and Reports of the Judicial Council, pp.

0-11 (Chicago. 10091,
" American Psychological Association. Ethical Principles in the Conduct of Research

faith human Participants (Draft Document. 19721.
11 Katz, "The Education of the Physician Investigator," 08 Daedalus 480, 482.3 (1009).
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